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Formation continue en Europe
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Rue de la Loi, 200; B-1049 Bruxelles

THE IDEA FORCE
The future economic strength and the potential for social progress of the European Community
depends on a consistent impovement in the competence and qualifications of its 132.000.000 labour
force. Better continuing vocational training is one of the essential conditions for the success of the
Single Market 1993.
The European Commission is determined to support and give fresh impetus to the efforts which companies throughout the Community are making to improve continuing training.
FORCE is the European Community's action programme for the development of continuing vocational
training. It is focussed on companies, especially on small and medium-sized companies. It involves trainers and training bodies, employer and union representatives - everyone concerned with improving the
competence of the labour force.

WHAT DOES FORCE OFFER?
FORCE promotes working partnerships in continuing training between companies, training bodies,
public authorities and social partners.
These will include: supporting continuing training innovation through a European transnational network, an exchange programme, transnational and transfrontier pilot projects and projects concerned
with the evolution of qualifications; assuring closer policy co-operation between Member States by
evolving a common statistical means of analysing what is being done in terms of continuing training,
through regular analysis of relevant contractual policy and collective agreements, and through enquiries into sectoral needs; supporting the establishment of regional consortia and transnational continuing
training partnerships which specialise in transferring exemplary good practice to economically weak
regions.

JOINING
You can take part in the FORCE network and apply for financial assistance to join its innovation and
transfer exchanges and projects if you are:

a large, medium-sized or small company, a training body working with industry or
commerce, an employer or trade union body, a training or human resource expert
or manager.
Through FORCE you can help improve continuing training in your, company, sector or local labour
market. At the same time you can help to contribute to the improvement and availability of continuing
training - and thus to shaping the European Community.
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CEDEFOP
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training
Jean Monnet House, Bundesallee 22, D-10717 Berlin
Institutional status
CEDEFOP is an autonomous body, independent of the departments of the Commission of the European
Communities, but its task and activities are closely integrated with those.of the Commission, to which
the Centre contributes its technical and scientific expertise.

Working guidelines for the Centre are laid down by its Management Board, whose members represent the EC Commission (3), trade unions (12) employers' organizations (12) and governments (12).
The Management Board decides on the Work Programme, draws up and approves budgets and
adopts the Annual Report.

The members of the Management Board are appointed by the organizations they represent and
remain in office for two years. The chairmanship of the Board changes each year.

Institutional tasks

Information:
In the field of vocational training, information is one of the Centre's vital tasks. Its documentation service

and a constantly updated bibliographical database receive information from a network of national
correspondents, and the information is then made available to a very wide audience, in part via highly
sophisticated computerized channels. Its carefully planned publishing policy also ensures that the
Centre's voice is heard on major issues in the field of vocational training. It produces its own regular
publications (»Vocational Training«, »CEDEFOP flash« and »CEDEFOP flash special«) and occasional
publications such as research reports, monographs and manuals.

Research:
CEDEFOP, as a centre for the promotion and coordination of research within the Community, provides
support in the form of information, expertise and encouragement for the planning and implementation
of vocational training initiatives in Member States. In so doing it serves as a focus for innovation.
Consultation:

CEDEFOP, as an organization supporting the Commission, has the task of promoting a concerted
approach to vocational training problems. It takes every opportunity to promote and encourage training.
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PART 1:
SECTORAL CONTEXT

1. General description and definition
2. Structure and chief characteristics

3. Legislation on operation of motor
vehicle repair and distribution
companies

4. Analysis of the staff
5. Changing conditions and their
effects on requirements for
specialization and training of staff

6. Initial and continuing training
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION

companies importing new and second-hand ve-

C. Authorized sales companies or repair shops
belonging to the import companies' network.

hicles, motor vehicle retailers, and companies offering after-sales service. This last category includes

D. Independent motor vehicle repair shops.

the motor vehicle repair and maintenance repair
shops, companies selling new and second-hand

E.

The motor vehicle sector in Greece consists mainly of

spare parts, and companies repairing motor vehicle
accessories. In Greece, there is no domestic production of passenger cars, apart from some industrial
assembly units which are small by European standards.

Independent companies trading in new and second-hand motor vehicles.

The second grouping classifies the companies into
categories according to the number of staff:
I.

1 to 4 staff.
5 to 9 staff.

Over the last two decades, industrial activity in the
field of the manufacture of chassis and bodywork
for heavy goods vehicles and buses has been particularly important. This activity is now in decline,
mainly because of the policy which the government
has followed with regard to this category of vehicle.

II.

This survey aims to give a nationwide picture of the
characteristics of these motor vehicle companies,
with particular emphasis on the main features of the
staff employed, especially their vocational training
and skills upgrading.

import activity of official agents. Companies

A necessary preliminary for this survey was, first of
all, the definition of the sector and its grouping into

survey was carried out.

III. 10 to 19 staff.
IV. 20 to 50 staff.
V. 50 or more staff.
As can be seen in the first grouping, this survey does
not include companies trading in spare parts or the

engaged in the repair and distribution of twowheeled vehicles and agricultural machinery are
also excluded.These limitations have been set in line
with the specifications of the Community "FORCE"
Programme, within the scope of which the present

categories of employment and size of company.

The main source of information for this national sur-

This made it possible to list the individual characteristics and the problems presented by each category
of company. This grouping also allows comparison
of this survey with the corresponding surveys simul-

vey is the primary data gathered by the various

taneously being carried out in other EC Member

On the basis of the first grouping, companies in the
motor vehicle sales and repair sector are distributed
as shown in table 1.1.

States, so that conclusions can be drawn on a European level.

The first basic grouping of companies in the motor
vehicle sector, according to the legislation which
governs their operation, is as follows:
A. Motorvehicle sales departments or repair shops
belonging to subsidiaries of the car manufactur-

B.

1.

shared service offices of the motor vehicle distribution, sales and repair companies.

As can be seen, the majority of the repair shops are
independent companies. The importers have a negligible number of private repair shops (categories A,
B), i.e. their network consists mainly of authorized
repair shops (category C).

ers.

The large number of car retailers are divided

Motorvehicle sales departments or repair shops
belonging to import companies (agents).

roughly equally between those which are independent dealers in new and second-hand motor vehicles
(category E) and those which belong to the network

Table 1.1 - Distribution of different type of firms in the repair and distribution sector
Repair shops
Type

Category

A

Subsidiaries of car manufacturers
(controlled by car manufacturers)
Exclusive agents of car manufacturers
(independent but linked to car manufacturers)
Authorized repair shops or car dealers
(independent but linked to exclusive representatives)
Non-authorized car repair shops
(independent repair shops)
Non-authorized car dealers
(independent car sales companies)

B

C
D
E

Showrooms
oh

0

0.1

0.4

2.3

9.6

43.3

90.0
54.3

100

Total

12

100

13

1

of importers (agents) of new motor vehicles (cat-

more than 20 members of staff. Although there are
no corresponding details for the independent companies trading in second-hand vehicles and re-selling new vehicles (category E), it is estimated that
these companies are comparable in size to those
mentioned above.

egories A, B, C).

Tables 1.2 and 1.3 give the percentage distribution
by size of motor vehicle sales and repair companies.
It

is worth noting the importers' showrooms (cat-

egory B) are small or medium-sized.The majority of
the authorized repre'sentatives (category C) have
showrooms with less than 4 staff. As can be seen

As can be seen from table 1.3, the majority of

from the quite adequate sample of showrooms

authorized (category C) and independent (cat-

selected for the survey, there are no car retailers or
importers' retail departments in Greece which have

egory D) repair shops are small businesses, most of

importers' private repair shops (agents category B)
employ 20 50 people. On the other hand, both the

which do not have more than 9 members of staff.

Distribution by size of company in the car sales sector
(based on a representative sample of 618 showrooms: 14% of the total)

Table 1.2

Type Category

A
B

C
E

Subsidiaries of car manufacturers
(controlled by car manufacturers)
Exclusive agents of car manufacturers
(independent but linked to car manufacturers)
Authorized car dealers
(independent but linked to exclusive agents)
Non-authorized car dealers
(independent car sales companies)
Mean value

I

II

III

IV

V

1 to 4

5 to 9

10 to 19

20 to 50

over 50

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

51

4

45

0

94

6

0

0

N/A

N/A

92

N/A

5.6

2.4

N/A

N/A

0

0

Table 1.3 - Distribution by size of company in the repair sector
(based on a representative sample of 7042 repair shops: 36% of the total)
Type

Category
.

.

A
B

C
E

Subsidiaries of car manufacturers
(controlled by car manufacturers)
Exclusive agents of car manufacturers
(independent but linked to car manufacturers)
Authorized repair shops
(independent but linked to exclusive agents)
Non-authorized car repair shops
(independent repair shops)

Mean value

14

13

V

I

II

III

IV

1 to 4

5 to 9

10 to 19

20 to 50

over 50

( %)

(%)

( %)

( %)

( %)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

10.5

21

21

37

10.5

49

46

5

0

0

59.8

38.4

1.8

0

0

58.9

38.8

2.2

0.1

0

.

2® STRUCTURE AND CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 Historical development
As we have already mentioned, Greece is not a
car manufacturing country. For reasons which are
linked with its historical and economic development
and its development options, particularly after the
Second World War, the conditions were not created
for the promotion of technological and economic
activity in the car manufacture field. This, of course,
falls within a more general policy and concept of the

industrialization of the country, in many sectors of
heavy industry. The dependent economic and, especially, industrial development of Greece hindered
the development of technology and applications
which would have led to a restructuring of the productive system, comparable to that of other European countries. On the other hand, the dependent,

1.

retail-oriented nature of the Greek economy
favours commerce and the service sector rather
than manufacturing activity.

Table 2.1

1988

1989

±%

1990

±%

1991

±%

Registration new cars
(of which locally assembled)
Registration imported-second-hand cars.

57,666
8,721
18,377

85,645
9,037
16,669

49
4

115,314
12,943

35
43

45
0

-9

17,091

3

167,737
12,999
9,207

-16

Total passenger car registrations

75,043

102,314

35

132,405

29

176,944

34

24%

18%

388,784
8,742
76,102

607,845
7,097
116,155

1,000,776
196

Passenger cars

Imported second-hand car market share

13%

5%

Amount for new and second-hand cars
(US $ thousands)

Amount per unit (US $ thousands)
Public income from SC Tax (Drs millions)
Public income from each PC sold
(average) Drs.
Public income in Drs from each
US $ exported
Commercial Vehicles
Registrations new LGV
Registrations second-hand LGV
Registrations new HGV
Registrations second-hand HGV
Buses

Total CV registrations

Imported second-hand CV market share
Amount for commercial vehicles
(US $ thousands)

Amount per unit (US $*000)
Public income from SC Tax ± 25% (millions)
Public income from each GV sold (average)
Public income in Drs. from each US $

72
28
20

1,637,224

53

1,047,018
9,080
139,000

1,135,280

13

1,049,809

191

-2

133

32

56
5

7

162,555

17

-8

918,680

-12

31

99

-25

28,912

13

7,340

-13
-14
-2

26,862
5,597
627
6,412

-7
-24

21

1,052

8

5

40,550

.-10

19,318
7,368
349

25,539
8,417
575

14
65

7,194

7,414

3

450

800

78

7,300
971

34,697

42,746

23

45,018

42

37

250,000

382,055
8,938
16,693
324,719

7,772

8,983
388,528
36

Spare parts
Amount for spare parts (US $ thousands)
364,274
Spare part amount share versus PC and LGV
36
Public income from Import Tax (up to '89)
(millions)
14,659
Public income in Drs. from each US $
40

56

9,761

495

27

-12

30

33
53

482,834

15

26
20
59
70
26

513,198
12,656
17,364

30

428,213
34

-23
-34

33

455,000

-20

41

14

10,725
24,901
553,145
52

427,883
30

17

568,406

11,248
26

-23
-35

75

-16

6
18

.

27
0
0

17

-100
-100

0
0

Note: Imported second-hand spare parts are not included in the figures
Financial totals
Total vehicle registrations (PC & LGV & HGV) 110,772
Total amount expenses (US $ thousands)
1,003,058
Total public income (millions)
99,743
Total public income in Drs from each US $
99

145,060

31

177,423

1,417,783

41

2,098,258

143,096

43

163,901
78

101

1

21Z494
48 2,605,422
15
179,919
-23
69
22

23
24
10

-12

Note no. 1: Official amount values do not include the values for CKD sets to be assembled locally. These values
are estimated.
r.

14

15

1

The motor vehicle repair and sales sector in Greece
has a number of special features which, in addition
to the above, are due mainly to the policy pursued
by the government at any given time in respect of

prices compared with other European countries.

motor vehicles, since these have always been a
source of government revenue.

fleet of vehicles is the most antiquated in the EC, with
vehicles which are now, on average, about 10 years

Largely because of this, Greek motorists keep their

cars for a very long time and also because it has
been very difficult to replace them. So the Greek
old.

Table 2.1 shows the total numbers of passenger cars

and goods vehicles sold during the last four years, This difficulty in replacing vehicles has resulted, preand the public income from duties and special con- dictably enough, in a very high demand for vehicle
repairs and, of course, an increase in air pollution
sumer tax.
due to high exhaust emissions.

Public income from SC
In 1991, the government collected about 180 billion

drachmas from the import of motor vehicles and

This high demand for repairs to old vehicles, in conjunction with the ambiguous legislation governing

into line with Community legislation, which only

the operation of the repair shops, has led to the
establishment of a huge number of small vehicle
repair shops which have been operating in a traditional way and, in many cases, without operating

sanctions the existence of Value-Added Tax as a fea-

licences.

spare parts.This will be the only reason for retaining
the Special Consumer Tax in Greece over the next
few years, despite pressure from the EC to bring this

ture of the European Single Market.

This heavy taxation on motor vehicles has led, at
least in the last 15 years, to very high purchase

At the same time, the very low rate of replacement
of vehicles due to their high purchase price, in conjunction with the import of a large number of sec-

Table 2.2 - Passenger cars (PCs) on the road (Reference date 31.12.91)
Age

PCs in

share

5 years

circulation

of total (%)

age group

167,737
115,083
85,388
57,435
50,248

9.91

1990
1989
1988
1987

10

1986
1985
1984
1983
1982

73,917
94,867
81,593
78,961
102,176

4.37
5.60
4.82
4.67
6.04

11

1981

76,613

12

1980
1979
1978
1977

65,371
105,782
130,164
107,706

4.53
3.86
6.25
7.69
6.36
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1976
1975
1974
1973
1972

63,339
53,220
37,789
34,236
33,369

3.74
3.14
2.23
2.02
1.97
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1971

22
23
24
25

1970
1969
1968
1967

26,674
19,110

1.58
1.13
0.75
0.49
0.28

26
27
28

1966
1965
1964

3,141
1,193
1,837

0.19
0.07

Total

1,692,556

100.00

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

13
14
15

16
17
18

19

16

Year of
construction
1991

12,641

8,274
4,692

15

6.80
5.04
3.39
2.97

0.11

progressive
total (%)
9.91
16.71

475,891

21.75
25.15
28.12

431,514

4.37
9.97
14.80
19.46
25.50

485,636

4.53
8.39
14.64
22.33
28.70
3.74
6.88
9.12
11.14

221,953

13.11

1.58
2.71

71,391

3.46
3.94
4.22

6,171

0.19
0.26
0.37

countries in Europe, has the highest rate of increase

are steadily on the increase and now amount to
23 % of the fleet of passenger cars, as table 2.4

of vehicles on the road.

shows.

and -hand vehicles, has meant that Greece, of all

Table 2.3

1.

Rate of increase of vehicles on the road between 1975 and 1990
2 500 000

- 2 000 000

1 500 000

1 000 000

500.000

0

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
In 1990 the Greek Government, finding that more
than 75% of the photochemical pollution of Athens
was due to the exhaust fumes of conventional petrol-run passenger cars, gave financial incentives to

consumers to promote catalyst technology and
replace the old pollution-generating vehicles.These
financial incentives mainly involved a reduction of
the Special Consumer Tax charged on the purchase

price of a vehicle, for purchases accompanied by
simultaneous withdrawal of an old pollution-generating vehicle.

However, the enforcement of these government
measures to renew the fleet of vehicles and promote catalytic technology had the negative effect
of sparking off the crisis which is now facing the
repair sector; this sector lacked the necessary
experience and training to keep up with developments in vehicle technology. Financial collapse is
particularly likely in the case of small independent
vehicle repair shops. On the one hand, their main
clientele, i.e. owners of old cars, has decreased
considerably, and on the other hand, many of them
fall short of the strict operating requirements which

A reduction in air pollution and a reduction in the will be in force in Greece from May 1993 (see
average age of the fleet from 11.1 years in 1990 chapter 3).
to 9.9 in 1991, are positive consequences of this
policy. Table 2.2 shows the age distribution of pas- 2.2 Structure of the motor vehicle
senger cars on the road on 31.12.91, i.e. a year distribution and repair sector

after the introduction of the government's antipollution policy. It is important to emphasize that
only 28% of the Greek fleet was in the age bracket
which was the average forthe other European countries.
At the close of the second and final year of enforce-

ment of the withdrawal policy, a total of about
300,000 old pollution-generating vehicles have
now been withdrawn. Cars with catalytic converters
Table 2.4

2.2.1 Import, distribution and sale of
motor vehicles
It is estimated that in 1992 about 197,000 new passenger cars were sold in Greece, of which 93% were
imported and the remaining 7% were produced by
a Greek car-assembly plant.
In the case of light goods vehicles, the corresponding estimates give a figure of about 27,000 new vehicles, of which 6% were assembled in Greece.

Fleet share of "clean" passenger cars (PCs)

Convent. cars

Clean passenger cars
Year'

fleet
of PCs

annual
registr. of

total

"clean" cars
1992

1,777,295

194,898

1991

1,692,556
1,649,935
1,532,859
1,437,734

160,114
55,351
1,650
350

1990
1989
1988

2

total

share of
"clean"
PCs ( %)

412,363
217,465
57,351
2,000
350

share of
convent.
PCs ( %)

23.20
12.80
3.40
0.00
0.00

1,364,932
1,475,091
1,592,584
1,530,859
1,437,384

For 1992, the quoted figures given are a forecast.
"Cl e a n" cars are fitted with three-way catalytic converters.

76.80
87.20
96.60
100.00
100.00
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o

Table 2.5 gives the total number of vehicles on the
road in Greece, taking 1991 as the reference year.
Table 2.5 - Greek fleet of cars (Reference date 31.12.91)

Category of vehicles

Passenger cars

Light goods vehicles
Heavy goods vehicles
Buses

Units

Fuel

petrol
petrol
diesel

petrol/diesel

Total 4 wheel vehicles

Motorcycles (over 50cc)

petrol

Total

progressiv

Fleet share
progressive

Units

1,692,556
611,554
148,148
22,529

68.40
24.70
6.00
9.00

1,692,556
2,304,110
2,452,258
2,474,787

68.40
93.10
99.10
100.00

2,474,787

100.00

2,474,787

100.00

265,549

9.70

2,740,336

9.70

2,740,336

100.00

2,740,336

100.00

Imports of second-hand vehicles have declined,
particularly in recent years because of the government's anti-pollution policy. It is estimated that in
1992, 7,775 second-hand vehicles were imported,
i.e. 3.8% of the market, and 8,175 light goods vehicles, i.e. 23% of the market.
New passenger cars and light goods vehicles are
imported and distributed by 50 commercial companies. These importers (category B) are independent
of foreign car manufacturers but are under contract
as exclusive agents. The exceptions are two import
companies, Fiat Auto Hellas and Mercedes Benz
Hellas, which are subsidiaries (category A) of the
corresponding car manufacturers. All the importers
have nationwide networks of showrooms, spare
parts departments and repair shops forthe sale and
servicing of cars.
The network of showrooms consists mainly of independent authorized car sales companies (dealers
category C).These companies work with the importers on the basis of free-trade rules: their main obligation is the exclusive retail sale of the vehicles from
the importer.

A number of these independent dealers in the networks have a vertical structure, i.e. in addition to a
showroom, they have spare parts sales and vehicle
repair departments.

The importers (agents) belong to the "Syndesmos
Eisagogeon -Antiprosopon Aftokiniton" ("Association of Car Importers and Agents"), which is a member of the International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers (OICA).
This situation of exclusive and selective distribution
of vehicles is laid down in Council Regulation 123/

18

Fleet
share

independent commercial companies, which are not

part of the network of importers (agents). These
commercial companies are also engaged in the
re-sale of new vehicles which they buy from the net-

work of authorized dealers. Representation of
independent car dealers is at a local level, through
the first tier of organization, i.e. associations.Thus, in
Athens, the "Association of Car Dealers" represents

about 500 companies.
Table 2.6

Distribution of car retailers

Type Category

Number of
showrooms

A
B

C

Subsidiaries of car manufacturers
(controlled by car manufacturers)
Exclusive agents of car manufacturers
(independent but linked to car
manufacturers)
Authorized car dealers
(independent but linked to exclusive

5

109

1,992

agents)
E

Non-authorized car dealers
(independent car sales companies)

2,500

Total

4,606

Spare parts businesses are not included

In spite of the fact that there is a greater number of
independent car sales companies (category E), the
turnover of the network of importers is much greater, because more than 90% of the imported vehicles

are new and are distributed by the agents' retail
departments and the authorized showrooms of
their networks (categories B and C).

85/ EEC (18.1.85) concerning "the application of

This uneven distribution in sales of new and secondhand motor vehicles has been particularly marked

Article 85 paragraph 3 of the Treaty to certain categories of agreement on motor vehicle distribution
and pre-sales and after-sales customer service".This
regulation expires on 30 June 1995.

in the last two years because of the government's
above-mentioned anti-pollution policy of promoting new vehicles with catalytic converters on the
Greek market. Within the scope of this policy, and

Second-hand vehicles are imported by about 2,500

with the aim of reducing the heavy import of old second-hand vehicles (a circumstance which was one

17

of the major contributory factors to air pollution in
the last decade), the government is holding the

o supplying equipment (technical manuals etc.).

taxation of these vehicles at a specially high level to

The authorized repair shop, in turn, should:

discourage their import. Thus, many of the independent companies importing and selling secondhand vehicles (category E) have been facing and
continue to face particular financial problems. In

o provide an improved standard of service to the
customer,

o uphold the good name of the agent's vehicles,
and
repair only vehicles which it represents.

this situation, the shared service offices of the inde-

pendent dealers are pressing the government for
equal tax treatment of imported new and secondhand vehicles. For this to succeed, a basic requirement is that the second-hand vehicles should be in
good condition and, in particular, that they should
be equipped with new catalytic technology.

1.

Independent motor vehicle repair shops are represented at the first tier of organization, i.e. by associations, according to their speciality. On the second
tier of organization, independent repair shops are
represented by three different federations:

On the other hand, some of the importers (agents)

are faced with the serious possibility of a future
number of subsidiaries_ of car manufacturers in
Greece is expected to increase. What has already
begun to emerge clearly, not only in Greece but in
all the EC Member States, is the intention of car

O the Panhellenic Federation of Car and Machinery
Repairers (POVEAM),
O the Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers of
Greece (OVEAME),
o the Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers of
Northern Greece (OVEAM V.E.).

manufacturers to set up subsidiaries, which will not
enter into competition with the agents, but will use
the existing organized network. It should, however,

The latter two federations are represented worldwide by the European Committee for Motor Trades

shrinkage in their commercial activities because the

be emphasized that this does not apply to those
Greek businesses which have a modern vertical
structure, with showrooms and spare-parts and
service departments throughout Greece. It is clear,

then, that the car manufacturers themselves are
likely to act as agents on the Greek market only in
cases of deficient organization or general malfunction of the importer (agent).

and Repairs (C.E.C.R.A.).

The fragmented representation on the second tier,
due to inability to reach a common policy, leads to
considerable difficulty in defending their views.
Only some of the authorized repair shops (amounting to about 10%) belong to the above-mentioned
federations.

2.2.2 Repair and maintenance of ttnotor
vehicles
The after-sales servicing of vehicles, i.e. repair and
maintenance, is supported by repair shops which

Table 2.7 Distribution of vehicle maintenance and
repair shops

are grouped on the basis of the legal form under
which they operate, as mentioned above in chapter
1, i.e.:

Type Category

a. Repair shops belonging to subsidiaries of car

A

manufacturers.
b. Repair shops belonging to importers (agents).

B

c.

Authorized repair shops of the networks of

importers.
d. Independent motor vehicle repair shops.

In the case of category C in particular, it should be
noted that the cooperation of the authorized repair
shop with the importer (agent) is determined by the

two parties according to the criteria of free trade
and legitimate competition. Within the scope of this

cooperation, the agent undertakes to assist the
repair shop by:
O providing customers;
O securing the exclusive rights of the repair shop to

a defined geographical area;
O providing initial and continuing training;

Number of
Repair shops

C

Subsidiaries of car manufacturers
(controlled by car manufacturers)
Exclusive agents of car manufacturers
(independent but linked to car
manufacturers)
Authorized repair shops
(independent but linked to exclusive

5

65

1,710

agents)
D

Non-authorized repair shops
(independent repair shops)

16,024

Total

1Z804

Special components-repair companies are not included

Table 2.8 shows the geographical distribution of the
repair shops in Greece. The heavy concentration in
the greater Athens area is due to the fact that half
the Greek fleet of vehicles is on the road there.
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Type D2: General car repair shops (independent)
belonging to the Federation of Car and
Machinery Repairers of Northern Greece

Table 2.8 Geographical distribution of the repair
shops in Greece

A/A Territory

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8

Athens
Etoloakarnani
Argolis

Arkadia
Aria
Achaia
Viotia
Grevena
Drama

Type

Type

Type

Type

B

C

D1

D2

44

479
27

5640

0

0

0

0

31

0
0

20
27

0

51

0

24

184
159
0
142
0
196

0

10

0

20
41

10

Dodekanissa

0
0

11

Evros

0

12

Evia

0

24
27

13

0

7

14

Evritania
Zacynthos

0

24

15

Ilia

0

16

0

21

Imathia
Heraclion
Thesprotia
Salonica
lonnina
Kavala

22

Ka rditsa

0

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Kastoria

9

17
18

19

20

31

32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50
51

Type
D3

80
120

0

0

0

220

,0

0

Many of the above-mentioned vehicle repair shops

0

520

0

0
0

0

50
300

have no repair shop operating licence. Most of
them have a provisional operating licence which
expires in May 1993, while there are few repair

64

0

0

0

0

350

0

208
0

0

0

0
0

0
160

31

0
117

0

0

24

0

0

3

31

283

0

10

0

150
0
0

14
0
0

688 2,500

0

146

0

0

0

160

0

82
34
24
27
20

Corfu
Cefalonia

0

34

0

Kozani
Korinthos
Caclades

0

Kilkis

0

Lakonia
Larisa
Lasithion

0
3

Lesvos

0
0

20

Lefkas

0

14

Magnesia

0
0

37
24

0

17

Pella

0

17

Pieria
Preveza
Rethymno
Rodopi

0

Samos
Serres
Trikala

0

14
20
27
20
14

Fthiotis

Florina
Chania
Halkis
Chalkidiki
Chios

Messinia
Xanthi

Total

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

shops which have an indefinite licence under Presi-

dential Decree 78/88 relating to "determination of
the terms and conditions for establishing and operating motor vehicle, motorcycle and moped maintenance and repair shops, and the procedure for
granting licences for their establishment and operation", as amended by Presidential Decree 416/91
(see chapter 3). This state of affairs is due to the lack
of legislation on the operation of repair shops; this

has been the situation in Greece for many years
(until the enactment of Law 1575/85 relating to
"requirements for pursuance of the occupation of
car, motorcycle and moped mechanic, and terms of
operation of repair shops for such vehicles"). Thus,
many small repair companies were set up without

0

0

0
0

0
162

80

0

0

0

7

0

0

20
27
54

146

200

70
0

131

0

0

0

0

0

7

0

50

0

24

0

0

180

41

206

150

0

10

0
105
0
0
0
0
0
0
128
86
0

0

0

0
0

0
70

Because of this anarchic situation in the field of vehicle repair, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
and the National Statistical Service were unable to
gather statistics on the large number of repair businesses in the sector or the vocational training of the

220

0

staff employed by them. The primary sources of

0

0

most of the statistics presented in this survey are the

100
70
150

0

above-mentioned representative federations, and
the Association of Car Importers and Agents.

0

0

0

0

0
0

180

0

0

0

0

any specifications as to their operation, either as
regards the necessary infrastructure of the premises

and equipment, or as regards specialist staff. It is
anticipated that most of them will close down in

future because they will be unable to meet the
requirements arising from the introduction of electronic technology in vehicles.

2.2.3 Statistics of the Greek car market
The Greek passenger car market showed a considerable upturn in 1991, mainly because of the gov-

ernment's anti-pollution policy, i.e. the financial
incentives for replacing old pollution-generating

0

17

300

200

0

0

117

0

0

0

24
34

198

0

0

0

7

0

50

0

0

209

0

0

0

27
24

vehicles. This increase in sales was in the region of
45% in relation to the 1990 figure, and is indeed the
largest in Europe. The Greek market's share of the
total EC car sales was 1.3%, i.e. 169,000 units. In
1992 there was a further increase in sales of pas-

0

0

0

senger cars, which is estimated at about 17% as

0

10

0

140

0

0

24

0

0

0

compared with 1991 sales. It is estimated that about
197,000 new passenger cars were sold in 1992 (see
table 2.9).

9,675 5,100

1,420

65 1,710

10% of these repair shops also belong to the
D (D1+D2+D3) category
Type Dl: General car repair shops (independent)
belonging to the Panhellenic Federation of
Car and Machinery Repairers (POBEAM)
Type C:

20

(OBEAM B.E.)

Type D3: General car repair shops (independent)
belonging to the Federation of Car and
Machinery Repairers of Greece (OBEAME)
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In 1991, sales of light goods vehicles fell by approx.

7%, following the downward trend for light goods
vehicles in Europe. For 1992 there was a smaller
downward trend of about of 2.3%, and total sales
of new light goods vehicles were in the region of
27,000 units.

Table 2.9

European passenger car markets

Month = December
Country

YTD =

December
December Market ±%
share
difference -YTD
1990
of total
of total 91/90

December Market
1990

share

1991

29.8% 225,000 27.6%
18.6% 158,658 19.4 %,

Holland
Portugal
Greece
Ireland
Denmark
Total EC

727,833, 93.3% 757,734 92.9%

France

Great Britain
Spain
Belgium + Lux.
.

Switzerland
Austria
Sweden
Finland

Norway
Total W. Europe

16,900
13,123
13,502
5,213
3,220

20.7 % 165,461

8.1%
8.3%
3.4%
1.2 %

1.5%
1.2%

59,948
69,718
24,269
11,012
22,354
16,286

0:2 %-

0.4%

2.2%
1.7%
1.7%
0.7%
0.4%

3,827

19,733
15,505
15,205
4,623
2,957

Market

December

Market

±% dif-

share

-YTD

share

ference

of total

1991

of total

91/90

-3.2% 3,040,783

23.0%
2,348,172 17.7 %
2.6 % 2;309,136 17.4%
20.3 %
7.3% -4.5 % 2;008,934 15.2%
7.4%
8.5%
7.6%
982,305
3.0% -7.4%
507,904' 3.8%
1:3% 15.1 %
502,671
3.8%
212,680
1.6%
2.7% 85.8%
115,314
0.9%
2.0 % 71.7 %
0..1 %_ - 1.1..0 %_
83,103
0.6%
-0.5 % 23.5 %
80,913
0.6%

232,480
144,800
161,200
62,800
64,820
26,200
9,566
12,030
9,487
-1;350
3,100

W. Germany
Italy

December - YTD

2.4 %

9.6%

4,160,208 30.8% 36.8%
2,340,403 17.3% -0.3%
2.0 %
2,031,274 15.0%
1,594,073 11.8% -20.7%
881,887
6.5% -10.2%
503,018
3.7% -1.0%
3.6% -2.1 %
491,928
7.3%
228,251.
1.7%
169,000
1.3 % 46.6%
68,652
0.5 % -17.4 %
-83;852
0:6%
16 %-

4.1 % .12,191,915 92.1 % 12,552,546
16.8 %

1.9% 18.2%
1.9% 12.6%
0.6% -11.3%
0.4% -8.2%

779,791 100.0% 815,757 100.0%

322,974
288,636
229,941
139,093

61,860

2.2%
1.7%

313,766
304,776
187,710

1.1 %.

.92,671

0.5%

54,100

2.4 %

92.9%

3.0%

2.3% -2.9%
5.6%
2.3%
1.4% - 1'8.4%
0.7% -33.4%
0.4% -12:5%

4.6% 13,234,419 100.0% 13,505,569 100.0%

2.0%

Sales of imported second-hand vehicles (passenger
cars and light goods vehicles) showed a decline of
about 60% in 1991 and occupied a 7% share of the
market. The corresponding share in 1992 is expected to remain the same.
The share of the various manufacturers in the Greek
market for passenger cars and light goods vehicles
is shown in tables 2.10 and 2.11 below.
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1.

Table 2.10

December 91 new passenger car registrations YTD/ month

Make

Result total GR market (year)
Result total GR market (month)
% of annual registrations

167,737
15,023
9%

Result total Athens market (year)
Athens percentage of total market (year)
Result total Athens market (month)
Athens percentage of total market (month)

88,550
52.8%
8,794
58.5%

out of
50

Athens2 %

%

Territories1
YTD
%

Total GR2 %

YTD

50

Territories2 %

1. Nissan

16,893

10.1

8,693

9.8

8,200

10.4

1,563 10.4

950 10.8

613

8.3

2. Fiat

15,311

9.1

8,292

9.4

7,019

8.9

1,286

8.6

781

8.9

505

6.9

3. Toyota

14,756

8.8

8,357

9.4

6,399

8.1

1,065

7.1

617

7.0

448

6.1

4. Renault

10,796

6.4

5,511

6.2

5,285

8.7

730

4.9

396

4.5

334

4.5

S. Opel

9,199

5.5

3,221

3.6

5,978

7.5

882

5.9

373

4.2

509

6.9

6. Alfa Romeo

8,966

5.3

4,506

5.1

4,460

5.8

703

4.7

435

4.9

268

3.6

Z Mazda

8,377

5.0

4,842

5.5

3,535

4.5

563

3.7

330

3.8

233

3.2

8. Hyundai

8,090

4.8

4,058

4.6

4,032

5.1

671

4.5

350

4.0

321

4.4

9. Ford

7,020

4.2

3,505

4.0

3,515

4.4

728

4.8

399

4.5

329

4.5

10. BMW

6,615

3.9

3,697

4.2

2,918

3.7

750

5.0

457

5.2

293

4.0

11. Citroen

6,206

3.7

3,155

3.6

3,051

3.9

6.2

548

6.2

376

5.1

12. Peugeot

6,188

3.7

2,974

3.4

3,214

4.1

924
788

5.2

419

4.8

369

5.0

13. Volkswagen

5,447

3.2

2,745

3.1

2,702

3.4

286

1.9

163

1.9

123

1.7

14. Seat

4,914

2.9

2,952

3.3

1,962

2.5

659

4.4

436

5.0

223

3.0

93

1.3

15. Mercedes

4,830

2.9

2,779

3.1

2,051

2.5

267

1.8

174

2.0

16. Suzuki

4,710

2.8

2,993

3.4

1,717

2.2

366

2.4

255

2.9

111

1.5

1Z Rover

4,377

2.6

2,678

3.0

1,699

2.1

425

2.8

272

3.1

153

2.1

18. Audi

3,884

2.3

1,458

1.6

2,426

3.1

188

1.3

83

0.9

105

1.4

19. Lada

3,770

2.2

1,988

2.2

1,782

2.3

572

3.8

327

3.7

245

3.3

20. Skoda

3,765

2.2

2,206

2.5

1,559

2.0

406

2.7

237

2.7

169

2.3

21. Honda

3,573

2.1

2,408

2.7

1,165

1.5

262

1.7

196

2.2

66

0.9

22. Mitsubishi

2,931

1.7

1,539

1.7

1,392

1.8

224

1.5

140

1.6

84

1.1

23. Lancia

2,443

1.5

1,330

1.5

1,113

1.4

263

1.8

161

1.8

102

1.4

24. Subaru

1,345

0.8

562

0.6

783

1.0

76

0.5

40

0.5

36

0.5

25. Daihatsu

1,183

0.7

657

0.7

526

0.7

97

0.6

51

0.6

46

0.6

26. Lada Niva

1,089

0.6

697

0.8

410

0.5

119

0.8

77

0.9

42

0.6

2Z Zastovia

634

0.4

448

0.5

186

0.2

119

0.8

93

1.1
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28. Volvo

226

0.1

174

0.2

52

0.1

26

0.2

22

0.3

4

0.1

16

0.0

10

0.1

8

0.1

2

0.0

2

0.0

2

0.0

1

0.0

1

0.0

29. Saab

97

0.1

81

0.1

30. Lotus

20

0.0

19

0.0

31. Polski

18

0.0

6

0.0

32. Jaguar

15

0.0

15

0.0

33. Maserati

13

0.0

12

0.0

34. Isuzu

10

0.0

35. Wartburg

6

0.0

36. Dacia

5

0.0

3Z Porsche

3

Others
Total

1

12

1

0.4

0.0

0.0
0.0

10

0.0

6

0.0
5

0.0

0.0

2

0.0

1

0.0

12

0.0

2

0.0

10

0.0

2

0.0

1

0.0

1

0.0

167,737

100

88,550 100

79,187

100

15,023

100

8,794

100

6,229

100

52.9 %

47.2 %

100%
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Athensl

Total GR1
YTD
%

Number
of territories
entered

1 As of December '91
2 Total registrations for the month of December'91, only.

21.

100 %

59%

49 %

Table 2.11 - December 91 new LGV registrations YTD month

0
,min
26,862
1,599

Result total GR market (year)
Result total GR market (month)
% of annual registrations
Total Athens market (year)
Athens percentage of total market (month)
Total Athens market (month)
Athens percentage of total market (month)

Make

1 Nissan

max
26,862
1,599

6%

6%

Z088
26.4%

7,088

475
29.7%

475

December 91

Number of
territories
entered

26.4%

of 50

50

29.7%

Total GR1

Athens1

Territories'

Total2

Total2

Total2

YTD

%

YTD

%

YTD

%

Greece %

Athens %

territories %

6,453

24.0

1,599

22.6

4,854

24.5

428

108

22.7

320

28.5

21.4

242

44

9.3

198

17.6

2133 -10:8

-106

31

6.5_

75

6.7

2 Toyota_

5,029

18.7

789

11.1

3 Mits

2,761

10.3

628

8.9

4,240

4 Fiat

2,674

10.0

1,165

16.4

1,509

7.6

304

140

29.5

164

14.6

5 Volkswagen

2,425

9.0

801

11.3

1,624

8.2

110

24

5.1

86

7.7

6 Ford

2,023

7.5

631

8.9

1,392

7.0

112

47

9.9

65

5.8

7 Mazda

2,007

7.5

366

5.2

1,641

8.3

79

12

2.5

67

6.0

8 Isuzu

1,073

4.0

178

2.5

895

4.5

74

13

2.7

61

5.4

9 Polski FSO

550

2.0

162

2.3

388

2.0

20

11

2.3

9

0.8

10 Zastava

420

1.6

103

1.5

317

1.6

2

2

0.2

11 Suzuki

317

1.2

136

1.9

181

0.9

9

1

0.2

8

0.7

12 Land Rover

270

1.0

164

2.3

106

0.5

15

8

1.7

7

0.6

13 Renault

251

0.9

121

1.7

130

0.7

10

3

0.6

7

0.6

14 Lada Autom.

1

0.2

3

0.3

6

0.5

141

0.5

60

0.8

81

0.4

4

15 Dacia

86

0.3

43

0.6

43

0.2

6

16 Peugeot

73

0.3

20

0.3

53

0.3

2

1

0.2

1

0.1

17 Daihatsu

57

0.2

26

0.4

31

0.2

13

7

1.5

6

0.5

18 Skoda

52

0.2

21

0.3

31

0.2

52

21

19 Subaru

51

0.2

17

0.2

34

0.2

1

20 Wartburg

50

0.2

5

0.1

45

0.2

4

21 Opel
22 Mercedes

27

0.1

11

0.2

16

0.1

20

0.1

16

0.2

4

0.0

23 Seat

7

0.0

5

0.1

2

0.0

24 Fiat Iveco

5

0.0

5

0.1

1

0.0

25 Chevrolet

4

0.0

3

0.0

3

0.0

26 Hyundai

3

0.0

2

0.0

27 Namco Pony

2

0.0

31

0.1

13

0.2

18

0.1

26,862

100

7,088

100

19,774

100

1

6

31

2.8

0.2
4

0.4

2

0.4

4

0.4

475

100

1,124

100

28 AMC Jeep

29 Citroen
Total

100%

26%

74%

1,599

100%

100

30%

70%

1 As of December '91
2 Total registrations for the month of December '91, only

Of the 16,893 Nissan passenger cars which were
sold on the Greek market, 13,088 were assembled
in Greece bythe Greek TEOKARAVEE car assembly
plant. This figure represents Z8% of the 1991 market.
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1.

Table 2.12 gives the forecast for sales of new cars in
1992.
Table 2.12 - Forecast '92 PC annual market
results by make
Forecast total GR market (year)

Total GR

Make

market
31 Dec. '92

Total year
(forecast)

196,826
100%

1 Nissan
2 Fiat
3 Toyota
4 Citroen

18,058
17,117
15,418
11,452
11,417
11,092
10,738
9,884
9,046
8,885
7,765
7,617
7,126
6,754
6,414
5,708
5,573
5,431
4,980
3,348
3,186
3,147
2,128
1,562
1,337
979
402
189

5 Opel
6 Peugeot
7 Ford
8 Renault

9 BMW
10 Hyundai
11 Volkswagen

12 Mazda
13 Seat
14 Alfa Romeo
15 Suzuki
16 Skoda
17 Lada
18 Rover

19 Honda
20 Audi
21 Mercedes
22 Lancia
23 Mitsubishi
24 Subaru
25 Daihatsu
26 Zastava
27 Volvo
28 Saab

Others

71

min.

max.
199,778

%

Differ

100

enjoyed by these vehicles as a means of protecting
domestic production.
It

is also worth noting that although the Greek

economy is in recession, and the country is undergoing a period of austerity, cars which are classed in
the luxury category, at a correspondingly high price,
such as BMW and Mercedes, hold a large share of
the market, about 6.5%. This phenomenon is obvi-

ously linked with the symbolic value of "upward
mobility" which is attributed to owners of such cars,
- 941

-1,699
-3,966

and also with the huge volume of black-market
activity (about 45% of the national product).

- 837

In 1991, motor vehicles of Community origin gained
the greater share of the market, reaching 58%, as
can be seen in table 2.13. There has been a significant increase in the market share of motor vehicles
from "third" countries ("others"), which is due to the
dynamic entry of Korean vehicles onto the market.

-161
-1,120

Table 2.13 - Passenger car market shares by origin

-34
-326
-354
854

-147
- 492
372

-340

60%

50 %-

- 705

40%

-135
-142

30%-

-451
-1,632

20%-

-162

10%-

-39

1.1

-1,019

0.8
0.7
0.5
0.2

-567
-224
-358
-577
-213

0.1

hicles assembled in Greece hold the largest market
share (9.2%), as in previous years. This is due to the
particular competitiveness of these vehicles, which

are offered at attractive selling prices because of
the low production cost and special tax conditions

196,825

9.2
8.7
7.8
5.8
5.8
5.6
5.5
5.0
4.6
4.5
3.9
3.9
3.6
3.4
3.3
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.5
1.7
1.6
1.6

As can be seen from the above table, Nissan ve-

0.0
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EC

Japan

';iex-COMECON

o

I

others

0%

'88

'89

'90

'91

The 50 importers (agents) have a total of about 430
billion drachmas of working capital, of which about
180 billion drachmas are invested. Equity exceeds
110 billion drachmas. In 1991, turnover was in the
region of 460 billion drachmas.

3. LEGISLATION ON OPERATION OF
MOTOR VEHICLE REPAIR AND DISTRIBUTIO
COMPAN I ES
3.1 Requirements for operation of
repair shops
The terms and requirements for the establishment
and operation of maintenance and repair shops for
motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds are laid
down by Presidential Decree 78 of 25.2.1988 and
its amendment of 10.9.91 (Presidential Decree 416).
The basic requirements laid down in this legislation

relate to the location of the repair shops and the
specifications for the buildings, and, more particularly, for the roof, floor, drainage, windows and

and maintenance of engines, gearboxes, differentials, fuel systems, exhaust, steering, and brake
systems, transmission, suspension, cooling and
lubrication systems: minimum working area 100
square metres for passenger cars and light goods

1.

vehicles, and 120 for heavy goods vehicles or
buses.

For repair shops engaged in the:
repair and maintenance of electrical systems,
instruments and equipment, and electrical wiring generally, or

doors, communication between floors, inclined sur-

faces, lighting, ventilation, heating, inspection pit
and lifting mechanisms, and also fire safety. The
working areas and equipment in the repair shops
are also specified.
These enactments give particular emphasis to the
sites where the repair shops are set up, and their
working areas, as described in greater detail below.
Location of repair shops
The basic specifications for the establishment of a
repair shop are as follows:
The building which is to house the new repair shop
may not be in an area where the establishment or
re-establishment of repair shops is prohibited by
the town-planning regulations in force at the time.
The building which is to house the new repair shop

must have the working area stipulated by law,

repair and maintenance of any type of brake
system, or

repair, adjustment and maintenance of petrol
pumps and nozzles of vehicles, or
repair and inspection of carburettors, or
installation, repair and adjustment of
tachographs, taximeters and various other
instruments, or

repair and maintenance of any type of suspension system, or
repair and maintenance of any type of exhaust
system, or

repair and maintenance of any type of engine
cooling system, or

with a minimum ceiling height of 2.7 metres from

the floor, sanitation areas, a store room and a
special compartment for storing staff clothing.

wheel repairs, or

repair and maintenance of motorcycles and
There must not be a bus stop or stopping-point for
other means of transport within a distance of 10
metres.

mopeds,

the stipulated minimum working area is 40 square
metres.

The establishment and operation of a repair shop
are prohibited in the following instances:

For repair shops engaged in the repair and main-

tenance of bodywork, and also repair shops
If it is immediately adjacent to a school, nursery,
old people's home, hospital or clinic.

engaged in painting and maintenance, the minimum working area is:

If the buildings or sites which are intended for the
establishment of repair shops face on to church

passenger vehicles: 60 square metres
goods vehicles: 120 square metres
buses: 120 square metres
motorcycles and mopeds: 30 square metres.

ground or public spaces (e.g. a square, green,
pavement).

If there are fuel pumps, or manholes to fuel tanks
and their ventilation shafts at a distance of less
than 15 metres.

For repair shops engaged in the installation,

If the building intended for the establishment of
repair shops also contains premises above and
below, and if the regulations of the multi-storey
building prohibit the setting up or operation of

square metres. In repair shops of this category,
there must not be any underground area or basement. Underground inspection pits are also prohibited.

repair and maintenance of equipment and accessories for supplying and operating vehicle
engines with liquid gas: minimum working area 70

such an establishment.

Working areas of repair shops
Repair shops for the repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds, must have a minimum working
area which is specified as follows:

For general repair shops engaged in the repair

For repair shops which undertake repairs in more
than one of the above categories (except the cat-

egory of the preceding paragraph) which for
safety reasons must not be combined with others:

the minimum working area is set at 60% of the
total of the minimum areas for the individual categories.
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The procedure for issuing repair shop operating
licences is determined by the same Presidential
Decrees. Penalties for offenders and conditions for
continuing the operation of already existing repair
shops are also specified.

Certificate from a Technical Lykeion (TEL) in the
mechanical or electrical engineering sector, or
other equivalent school.
Certificate from a Technical and Vocational School
(TES) in the mechanical engineering section of the

Repair shops which fulfil all the above conditions

vehicle engine or internal combustion engine

are issued a repair shop establishment licence which
is valid for two years and can be extended fora fur-

department, for intermediate technical and vocational training.

ther two years.
Certificate from a Secondary Technical School in
Repair shops which do not meet the above conditions
receive a temporary operating licence which expires

the department of vehicle foremen which has
been abolished, or from another equivalent

on 26.5.93

school.

At this point, it should be mentioned that on the basis
of data collected by shared service offices, it is esti-

o Certificate from a Basic Technical School in the

mated that:

motor mechanics' department or engineering

O About 10% of all the repair shops have an establishment or operating licence of indefinite dura-

department, or from a corresponding Basic Training School of OAED [Organismos Apascholisis
Ergatikou Dynamikou
Organization for Manpower Employment].

tion, i.e. they fulfil the above-mentioned conditions for establishing and operating a repair shop;

Certificate from the OAED centres and vocational

About 83% of all the repair shops have a temporary operating licence which expires on 26.5.93.;

training schools in the field of automotive engi-

About 7% of all the repair shops have no operating licence.

For all the above categories of technician, previous

neering.

employment in a vehicle repair shop is also a
requirement. The duration of this previous employ-

Against this background, it is obvious that most vehicle repair shops will find it difficult to survive after
May 1993 if, pursuant to this Law, the government
prohibits the operation of repair shops which do not
have the relevant licence.

ment varies, according to the type of certificate,

3.2 Cteclluirements far practising Oils

Previous employment
In the case of graduates, their period of practical
experience in a repair shop during their studies is
regarded as previous employment.

occupation © motor mechanic

Law 1575 (2.12.1985) lays down the requirements
for practising the occupation of vehicle, motorcycle
and moped mechanic. For the supervision and ex-

ecution of repair and maintenance of the above
types of vehicle, a occupational licence is required
in conformity with the requirements of this Law.
Categories of occupational licence
The categories of occupational licence are as follows:

between 1 and 4 years.
Previous employment before the person concerned
reached the age of 15 will not be taken into account.

o The following are also regarded as previous
employment: employment in equivalent repair
shops of the state, legal entities under public law
and companies and organizations in the public
sector, and
Employment in

corresponding

repair shops

abroad.
1. Motor mechanic
2. Electrical technician
3. Brake system mechanic
4. Petrol pump mechanic
5. Carburettor mechanic
6. Instrument technician
7. Suspension mechanic
8. Exhaust system (silencer) mechanic
9. Radiator mechanic
10. Bodywork mechanic
11. Paintwork technician
12. Wheel mechanic
13. Liquid gas vehicle appliance mechanic
14. Motorcycle and moped mechanic
Qualifications for obtaining licences
Occupational licences are issued to persons who
26

The authenticity of employment certificates which
are compulsorily issued by the employer is confirmed by the work supervisor.
Examination of candidates

The licences stipulated by Greek legislation are
issued by the Ministry of Transport and Communications after the candidates have taken oral and practical examinations.
Graduates of the following schools are given a professional licence without having to sit an examina-

tion:
o Those who have a mechanical engineer's or shipbuilding engineer's degree from a University (AEI)

have reached the age of 18, provided that they

in Greece or equivalent abroad, are given the
occupational licence of a "Certified Automotive

have the following specialist qualifications:

Engineer".

25

Those who have a degree from a Technical Higher

motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds.

0

Education Institution (TEI) or college (assistant
engineers, KATE [Kentro Anoteras Technikis Ekpaidefseos Centre for Secondary Technical Education], ASETEM [Anotera Scholi Ekpaideftikon Technologon Michanikon Higher School of Technology and Mechanical Engineering Lecturers],
SE LETE [Scholi Ekpaideftikon Leitourgon Technikis
kai Epangelmatikis Ekpaidefsis School for Teach-

ers of Technical and Vocational Training]) as
mechanical engineers, electrical engineers and

automotive engineers, or a diploma from an
equivalent school in Greece or abroad, are given
the professional licence of a "Technologist Automotive Engineer ".

Occupational rights of licence-holders

Licence-holders undertake and carry out, in a

A paintwork mechanic carries out the painting of
motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds.

O A wheel mechanic carries out the maintenance
and repair and balancing of the wheels of motor
vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds.
A liquid gas appliance mechanic undertakes the
installation, maintenance and repair of accessories for supplying and operating engines with gas
or pressurized fuels.

A motorcycle and moped mechanic undertakes
the maintenance and repair of the mechanical
and electrical accessories and other equipment of
motorcycles and mopeds.

responsible manner, the maintenance and repair of
motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds according
to the rules of the trade, as follows:

Holders of the occupational licence of a "Certified
Automotive Engineer" or "Technologist Automotive Engineer" , i.e. graduates of university and
A motor mechanic carries out the maintenance higher education respectively, undertake all the
and repair of the engine, gearbox, differential, above types of work.
fuel system, exhaust and steering systems (including the wheel balance), brake system, transmis- In repair shops with a staff of 25 to 30 people the
sion to the drive wheels, suspension, and cooling work is, by law, compulsorily supervised by Certified
and lubrication systems of motor vehicles, motor- Automotive Engineers or Technologists Automotive Engineers. In a repair shop with .a staff of more
cycles and mopeds.
than 35, supervision is exclusively by Certified AutoAn electrical technician carries out the mainte- motive Engineers.
nance and repair of the electrical systems, instruments and equipment and, in general, the electri- At this point it must be stressed that Greek legislacal wiring of motor vehicles, motorcycles and tion does not specify a category of technician for the
electronic systems and anti-pollution technology of
mopeds.
motor vehicles. When these categories were estabA brake system mechanic carries out the mainte- lished by Law 1575, i.e. in 1985, the new electronic
nance and repair of all types of brake systems of technology had not yet been developed in motor vehicles. Since then, however, in line with recent rapid
motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds.
developments, the government has had to specify
A fuel pump mechanic carries out the mainte- these categories.
nance, repair and adjustment of the pumps and
3.3 Employment. cont.rocas onel working
nozzles of motor vehicles.

hours

A carburettor mechanic carries out the mainte- In car sales and repair companies, use is made of
nance, repair and adjustment of carburettors of permanent employment contracts, and more rarely
fixed-term contracts, and in exceptional cases the
motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds.
labour legislation (Article 648 onwards of the Civil
O An instrument technician carries out the mainte- Code). The most common form of contract, i.e. the
nance, repair and adjustment of speedometers, permanent contract, is applied on the basis of the
taximeters and related instruments of motor ve- relevant labour legislation.
hicles, motorcycles and mopeds.

Part-time employment is rare because the intense
A suspension mechanic carries out the mainte- competition and the need to be ready to deal with
nance and repair of all types of suspension sys- the various problems call for specialist full-time
tems of motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds. work by permanent staff.
On the basis of the legislation in force, working
An exhaust system (silencer) mechanic carries out
hours fall into three categories:

the maintenance and repair of all types of
exhaust system of motor vehicles, motorcycles
and mopeds.

a. Working hours specified on the basis of Presidential Decree 27-6/4.Z1932 Article 1 and Law
1037/71

O A radiator mechanic carries out the maintenance
and repair of all types of radiator system of the engines of motor vehicles, motorcycles and mopeds.

A bodywork mechanic carries out the maintenance and repair for all types of bodywork of

b. Working hours fixed by Collective Agreement or
Arbitration Judgement

c. Working hours fixed by Private Agreement (contractual)
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1

In repair shops and sales showrooms, the working
hours of category b. are usually applied, i.e. those

fixed by the National General Collective Labour
Agreement of 13.3.1986, which stipulates 40 working hours per employee per week.

Legislative Decree (N.D.) 3971 of 1959 relating to
"technical and vocational training, organization of
secondary training, and administration of education"
Legislative Decree (N.D.) 3973 of 1959 relating to

These 40 hours are divided into 5 days per week,
between the hours of 7.30 a.m. and 5 p.m.

"unification and coordination of the administration of vocational training"

Many car sales businesses and repair shops are
open on Saturdays. Indeed, after the recent legislative amendment (1992), which allows greater flexibility in the working hours of commercial establishments according to circumstances and geographical location, motor vehicle repair shops may also
operate on Sundays.

Legislative Decree (N.D.) 580 of 1970 relating to
"the supervisory and training personnel, auxiliary

These working hours, although generally accepted,
lead to considerable problems during the midday
public rest hours; these have been set by Greek legislation between the hours of 2.30 and 5 p.m. (for
the period from 1.10 to 31.3) and 3 and 5.30 p.m.
(for the period from 1.4 to 30.9). These problems
stem from the fact that many of the repair shops situated in residential areas fail (as mentioned above)
to meet the operating requirements, e.g. they lack
soundproofing.

"the administration of a school for teachers of

laboratory personnel, and administrative and
auxiliary personnel of basic and secondary vocational schools, and certain organizational provisions"

Legislative Decree (N.D.) 581 of 1970 relating to

Finally, it must be said that the enforcement of the
provisions of Laws 1568/ 85 relating to the health
and safety of staff and 1567/88 relating to the staff
committees, and the ratification of the 135th international labour contract, have contributed substan-

vocational and technical training"
Legislative Decree (N.D.) 652 of 1970 relating to
"centres for secondary technical education"
Legislative Decree (N.D.) 789 of 1970 relating to
"organization of the school for teachers of vocational and technical training"

Law 309 of 1976 relating to "organization and
administration of general education"
Law 576 of 1977 relating to "organization and
administration of secondary and higher technical
and vocational training"

tially to the improvement of working conditions,
although they are not systematically enforced.

3.4 Legislative framework of
vocational training

Law 1304 of 1982 on "scientific and pedagogical
guidance and administration in general and sec-

ondary technical and vocational training, and
other provisions"

The need to create a system of vocational training in

Greece was identified quite early

about the mid-

dle of the last century. However, it was not until 100
years later that the first substantial legislative regulation on technical vocational training was passed.
This legislative regulation, circa 1959, did not herald
the creation and enforcement of a system of vocational training corresponding to the nation's social
and economic needs. Despite the numerous legisla-

tive regulations which have ensued, the much
desired reform of technical vocational training has,
to this day, not been implemented.

Law 1404 of 1983 relating to "the structure and
operation of technological training institutes"
Law 1566 of 1985 relating to "the structure and
operation of primary and secondary education,
and other provisions"

Law 1836 of 1989 relating to "the promotion of
employment and vocational training, and other
provisions"

Law 2009 of 1992 relating to "the national system
The laws and decrees listed below form the basic legislative framework for vocational training in
Greece:

of vocational education and training, and other
provisions"

As regards the latest legislative regulation of 1992,
further information is given in the next chapter.
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE STAFF
The data presented in this chapter in connection with
the staff employed in motor vehicle sales and repair

motor vehicle repair sector, a fact which is confirmed by the current estimates of all the shared

companies were gathered by their shared service
offices, taking 1992 as the reference year. There
are no data relating to the previous years, but only

service offices of the repair shops, as presented at
the first briefing session.

estimates based on the general picture of the sector.

In the vehicle retail sector, the number of staff is considerably smaller and is more or less equally divided
between the networks of the importers (categories
A, B and C) and the independent dealers in new and
second-hand vehicles (category E).

Number of staff in the sales and repair sector
About 72,110 staff are currently employed in businesses in the sector in question: 60,370 of them in
motor vehicle repair and maintenance repair shops,
and the remaining 11,800 in motor vehicle retail
companies. In addition to this number of staff, about.

1.

Table 4.2 gives the average number of staff in the
repair shops and car retail companies.

4,000 people are employed in the import and
administrative activities of the importers (agents),
and about 3,770 people in private and authorized
spare parts retail establishments. Table 4.1 gives a
-breakdown of the number of staff in spare parts
repair and retail companies only, since these are the
object of the present survey.

Table 4.1

As table 4.2 shows, the importers' repair shops are

much larger than those of their network and the
independent repair shops. However, as mentioned
above, this number of private repair shops of import
companies is_ particularly small. For this reason it
does not affect the average number of staff in busi-

Number of staff in the repair and sales sector

Type Category

A
B

C
D

E

Number of
employees in the
repair shops

Subsidiaries of car manufacturers
(controlled by car manufacturers)
Exclusive agents of car manufacturers
(independent but linked to car manufacturers)
Authorized repair shops or car dealers
(independent but linked to exclusive agents)
Non-authorized repair shops
(independent repair shops)
Non-authorized car dealers
(independent car sales companies)

Number of
employees in the
showrooms

115

43

1,652

887

8,503

5,062

50,100
5,750

60,370

Total

11,742

Not including:
administrative personnel of import companies
personnel of spare parts and special components companies

As table 4.1 shows, the majority of staff in the repair
sector are personnel of independent repair shops.

nesses in the repair sector, for which the final figure
is 3.4 persons per repair shop.

At this point it should be mentioned that in 1990 the
Panhellenic Federation of Car Repairers estimated
the total number of repair shops of this Federation
at 30,000 and the total number of its technicians at

In car retail businesses, the difference in the average number of staff between private showrooms
and authorized or independent showrooms is not
particularly high.

250,000. Other figures presented in 1991 by the
the motor vehicle sector, put the number of repair

Finally, from the average numbers of staff in the
companies examined, it can be concluded that the
majority are small personal or family concerns.

shops at 35,000 and the number of people

Indeed, if we include the figures in table 4.3, which

employed by them at 150,000. These numbers deviate considerably from those in this present survey:
17,804 repair shops and 60,370 staff. These considerable differences could be interpreted as follows:

shows very low numbers of administrative staff

Technologist-Engineer P. Karabilas of the LINK company at the 1st European Congress on Training in

among the total numbers of staff in the repair shops
(category D), we find that in most cases the owner or

manager of the repair shop is himself one of the
technical staff who serve the customers. The small

The above figures are not based on a national survey, but on general estimates.

There has been considerable shrinkage in the

number of salesmen/saleswomen shown as the
staff of the repair shops are engaged mainly in the
sale of spare parts, which in many cases is part of
the repair shop.
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Table 4.2 - Average number of staff per company in the repair and sales sector

0
Type Category
A
B

C
D
E

Repair shops

Subsidiaries of car manufacturers
(controlled by car manufacturers)
Exclusive agents of car manufacturers
(independent but linked to car manufacturers)
Authorized repair shops or car dealers
(independent but linked to exclusive agents)
Non-authorized repair shops
(independent repair shops)
Non-authorized car dealers
(independent car sales companies)

Showrooms

23.00

8.60

25.40

8.14

4.97

2.54

3.10
2.30

Mean value

3.40

2.55

Not including:
administrative personnel of import companies
personnel of spare parts and special components companies
Table 4.3 - Composition of total staff

A/A

Occupational category

Type

Type

A

Type

Type

C

D1

Type

D2

D3

Administrative personnel
Technical personnel
Salesmen/women

N/A
N/A
N/A

4,006
1,652
887

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

700
14,000
300

4,850

Total

115

6,545

13,565

30,000

15,000

5,100

130
120

N/A
N/A
N/A
5,750

The data refer to the total staff in the import business agents
Type D 1: General car repair shops (independent) belonging to the Pan Hellenic Federation of Car and Machinery
Type B:

Repairers (POBEAM)

Type D2: General car repair shops (independent) belonging to the Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers of
Northern Greece (OBEAM B.E.)
Type D3: General car repair shops (independent) belonging to the Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers of
Greece (OBEAME)

Correlation between staff and total number of
vehicles
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the correlation between the

number of staff in vehicle repair and sales companies, and the number of vehicles on the road, and
annual vehicle sales, respectively.

Table 4.4 Number of staff in relation to number of
motor vehicles (reference year 1991)

Total fleet of 4-wheel vehicles
Total staff in repair shops
Vehicles per employee

2,474,787
60,370
41

Table 4.5 Number of salesmen in relation to annual
vehicle sales (reference year 1991)

4-wheel vehicles annual sales
Total showroom personnel
Sales of 4-wheel vehicles per salesman

30

217,403
11,742
18.52

The annual averages of vehicles on the road per
technician (32.9) and vehicle sales per salesman/
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saleswoman (18.52) are particularly low, as can be
seen from the above tables.This means that the staff
in the sector in question is much greater than is actually necessary. In view of this situation, it will be necessary to take account of the under-employment of
many staff, and also the difficult operation of many
small companies. Of course, the fact that such small
businesses continue to operate is due mainly to the
fact that they are family-type businesses whose distinctive feature is that they are "self-run".

Distribution of staff by age and gender
Table 4.6 gives the distribution of the staff employed
in motor vehicle repair and sales companies, by age
and gender.
As can be seen from the figures for categories D2
and D3 relating to independent repair shops, the
largest percentage of staff are in the age group up
to 30.This is due to the nature of the services offered
(heavy manual work), and also the high rate of rota-

tion of staff from business to business and their
departure from the branch.
The percentages are also high for staff in the agegroup up to 20.This characteristic distribution of the
staff in question can be explained as follows:

Table 4.6 - Distribution of staff by age and gender

A/A

Age

1

2

3
4
5

6
7

6
7

Type

Type

Type

A%

B%

C%

up to 20
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 65
over 65

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

10.80
31.50
24.00
18.00
12.30
2.90
0.50

5.80
50.40
25.10
11.40
5.80

Total
Men.
Women

100

N/A
N/A

Total

Type
D1

D2 %

D3 %

1.00
0.50

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

40.00
50.00
6.70
2.60
0.67
0.00
0.00

20.00
20.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00
0.00

84.60
15.40

100
86.70
13.30

N/A
N/A

100
100

0.00

100
100.00
0.00

100

100

100

100

To obtain a occupational licence, it is not necessary to have completed many years of education
at university level; a certificate from a technical
vocational school is sufficient, as mentioned
above in chapter 3. Consequently, young technicians complete their studies before reaching the

the fact that these categories include all the staff in
private and authorized repair shops and in private

age of 20. During their studies they also work in a

Specialization of repair shop technical staff
The specializations of repair shop mechanics/techni-

repair shop because previous employment is a
basic requirement for the occupational licence.

and authorized car retail businesses. This also
explains the presence of 13 15% female staff, who
are all employed in car retailers' showrooms.

cians were listed on the basis of the categories
established by Greek legislation, as described in the

Women are not employed in the motor vehicle
repair sector, as was of course to be expected.This is

previous chapter. These specializations, and the
requirements for obtaining them, were compared

part of the prevailing philosophy of dividing occu- with their equivalents in other EC Member States by
pations according to gender, and occupations of a Community Announcement 89/C 168/01 of 3.Z89.
"technical nature" are considered "male" occupations.
Table 4.7 gives the percentage distribution of the
technical staff of repair shops in the various categoThe age distribution in categories B and C differs
ries of company, on the basis of the above-menconsiderably from that of category D. This is due to tioned specializations.

Table 4.7 - Specialization of technical staff

A/A

1

2

3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

Category of technicians

Engine repair
Electrical system repair
Brake system repair
Fuel pump repair
Carburettor repair
Radiator repair
Suspension repair
Exhaust pipe repair
Car body repair
Paintwork
Tyre repair
Liquid gas appliances
Total

Type

Type

Type

A%

B%

C%

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

64.10
13.00
3.30
0.80

64.50
14.20

1.00
0.00
2.90
0.00
8.30
5.80
0.80
0.00

1.10
0.00
2.30
0.00
1.20
0.00
7.40
6.10
0.70
2.50

100

100

Type
D1 %

D2%

D3%

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

32.00
5.30
5.30
2.00
3.30
1.30
0.65
3.30
22.30
18.00
5.30
0.65

45.50
7.20
0.80
0.40
0.60
0.90
0.40
2.90
24.70

100

100

12.50
4.10
0.00

Type D1: General car repair shops (independent) belonging to the Pan Hellenic Federation of Car and Machinery
Repairers (POBEAM)

Type D2: General car repair shops (independent) belonging to the Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers of
Northern Greece (OBEAM B.E.)
Type D3: General car repair shops (independent) belonging to the Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers
of Greece (OBEAME)
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1.

It is important to note at this point that the largest
percentage of staff come into the category of motor
mechanic. The percentages for the categories of
electrical technician, bodywork mechanic and paintwork mechanic are also relatively high. The low percentages in the other categories are due to the fact
that a motor mechanic's occupational licence allows

an employee of this category to undertake and
carry out work falling within these other categories.
Finally, the low percentage of liquid gas appliance
mechanics is due to the small number of liquid gasrun vehicles on the road (mainly taxis).
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5. CHANGING CONDITIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS
ON REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
SPECIALIZATION AND TRAINING OF STAFF
As has been mentioned above, the motor vehicle 5.2 Effects on training/continuing
repair and sales sector is one of the most important training
branches of the Greek economy. The rapid techno- The impact of the rapid technological developments
logical development in vehicle manufacture, par- appears to be causing severe problems even in
ticularly after the end of the 1960s, and the revolu- so-called developed countries which have systematic, organized initial and continuing training. This
tion in electronics and information technology at the
end of the 1970s, created new working conditions problem is all the more acute for countries like
and prompted a need for new specialist knowledge Greece because the system of general education
and vocational training is deficient in some ways,
and for continuous skills upgrading in line with these
and there is no systematic continuing vocational
developments.
training which would, to some extent, allow rapid
readjustment to new conditions.
5.1 Effects on work organization in

1.

motor vehicle repair and distribution

A characteristic example of the deficiencies of the
companies
The study of the motor vehicle repair and sales sec- training system in the vehicle repair sector has been
torreyealed that substantial structural changes had mentioned in chapter 3.The government has not yet
taken place as a consequence of the-rapid techno- legally established, or organized at the level of inilogical developments of the last 20 years. Specifi- tial vocational training, the category of-vehicle elec,
cally, these changes have been identified in the fol- tronics technician.
lowing areas:
Nevertheless, it has been found, within the scope of
The development of motor vehicle technology. For this survey, that the importers and their network of
instance, the import of advanced electronic sys- authorized repair shops, and also some of the small
tems for checking the running of engines, exhaust independent repair shops, are making special
treatment, suspension and other vehicle sub-sys- efforts to continually upgrade the skills of their staff
tems, created new demands for know-how which in electronic technology and computing.
traditional mechanics obviously lacked.

5.3 Effects on staff

The development of electronics and its applicability to vehicles enabled car manufacturers to produce extremely specialized accessories adapted
to specific models of vehicle. Consequently, every
vehicle now contains a large number of individual

accessories and spare parts which have to be
inventoried in repair shop databases to eliminate

For a large proportion of staff, particularly the older,
traditional technicians, the demand for continuing
training, arising from the above-mentioned
changes in working conditions, has resulted in their

underemployment, unemployment, or departure
from this particular area of employment. This finding is borne out by the age breakdown of the staff

the likelihood of error during maintenance and given in chapter 4, where there is an obvious shortrepairs; hence the need for computerization of age of staff in higher age-groups.
repair shops and further specialization in the
repair of specific types of vehicle, using special- 5.4 Effects on competition and

ized electronic equipment for detecting and

commercial relations

The car manufacturers and importers have already
adapted to the new conditions in the field of vehicle
The computerization of accounting offices, ware- sales and repairs. Following the criteria of competihouses and, generally, the administrative depart- tiveness, they are promoting vehicle specialization
ments of vehicle distribution and repair compa- and specialist vehicle maintenance, imposing rules
for operation upon the market rules which it is
nies, led, on the one hand, to an improvement in
the services offered, and in the companies' effi- beyond the powers of most small, traditional repair
ciency, and, on the other hand, to a reduction in shops to comply with. For this reason, and also in
the number of jobs and increased demand for con- view of government support which is, in practice,
negligible, it is more than likely that during the
tinuing training.

repairing faults.

The above changes, which are linked with technological developments, have resulted in a permanent
financial crisis for many small businesses, if not their

1990s a large number of repair shops will close
down. At the same time there is a continuing tendency towards concentration of the remaining, better
organized repair shops in the importers' networks.

actual disappearance. This is worsening to the
extent that it is almost impossible for these small
companies to fill the know-how gap with continuing
training activities because of their cost.
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6e

ilTiAL AND CONTINUING
MIMING OF STAFF

T

6.1 Initial vocational training of staff

o Enroling in a private vocational training school,
Attending intensive courses of intensive training
and education.

Initial vocational training for staff in motor vehicle
repair shops is offered by private and state schools.
The description of vocational training in this area of
"Vocational Training in Greece". The shared service
offices of the repair shops were the source of information for the statistics relating to the repair shop
staff.

The vocational training provided is either formal or
informal. A training procedure leading to a staterecognized certificate is classified as "formal". Informal training courses provide the necessary skills for
the labour market without being coupled with a corresponding certificate.

The vocational training of future vehicle mechanics/
technicians commences after they have reached the

The above options are interconnected as shown in
table 6.1.

specialization, presented in this chapter, is based to

a large extent on the monograph by S. Stavrou,

age of 15, and after they have completed their
Integrated Comprehensive Lykeions (EPL)
Intedrated Comprehensive Lykeions are at present
operating as "experimental Lykeions" and are there-

9-year compulsory general education. The following options are open to those interested in undergoing vocational training in specialist areas connected_

fore very few in number. Their -aim is -to- form inorganic link between general and vocational education, and the courses last 3 4 years.

with vehicle maintenance and repair:
Enroling in Integrated Comprehensive Lykeions
(EPL),

(TEL),

The first class is uniform for all students. The second
class consists of study cycles corresponding to categories of related occupations. For the vehicle repair

Attending the OAED Apprenticeship Schools,

sector, those who are interested can attend the

Enroling in Technical and Vocational Schools (TES),

Enroling in Technical and Vocational Lykeions

Structure of the Greek educational system

Table 6.1

Technical and Vocational Lykeion (TEL)

H

26132

3
4

2

3

Technical and
Vocational School
(TES)

8

29

1

3

1

4

5

6

Nine -year compulsory education
2

3

4

5

6 I-11. 7 18

Primary school

9

Grammar school

Integrated
Comprehensive
Lykeion (EPL)
1

2101

Area of
specialization

1

General Lykeion

III 1 12
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Labour market

with certificate
2 with combination
1

3 Technical Higher Education Institution (TEI)

4 selection by grading
5 selection by competition
6 selection of sector of occupations
selection of area of specialization or selection of combination (A, B, D)
8 selection of occupational strand
9 selection of specialization route in the occupational strand
10 selection of study cycle

selection of branch of study cycle or selection of combination (A, B, C, D)
12 selection of combination (A, B, C, D)
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1.

Table 6.2

Structure of TES

Grammar school

2

1

Mechanical
engineering
division

Other

1st class choice

divisions

of occupational strand

Electrical
engineering
division

Other divisions

2nd class

0,

Cs1

0

t

0

.

N

2

2

1

1

1

1

I

2nd class of Technical
and Vocational Lykeion (TEL)

2

choice of
specialization
route

1

other routes

Labour market

Mechanical engineering division
Electrical engineering division

following courses:

Occupational certificate of specialization, provided that they have been concurrently occupied

Engine technology
Electrical and electronic technology

in the area of specialization corresponding to
their course.

The third class offers prospective students two possible paths:

Technical and Vocational Schools (TES)

The aim of Technical and Vocational Schools is to
enable students to consolidate the knowledge they

A course to prepare them to continue their studies

have gained at grammar school (from 12 to 14

with examinations at the higher education level

years old) and become competent to practice a certain specialist occupation. For the repair sector, the
relevant groups of specializations at these schools
are:

(Technical Higher Education Institutions
university level (Universities -AEI)

TEI) or

A vocational preparation course in:
Mechanical engineering
Electrical engineering

Mechanical engineering;
Electrical engineering;
Electronics.

After completion of a three-year course at an Integrated Comprehensive Lykeion (EPL), students have

the following basic options:

The structure of, and links between, Technical and
Vocational Schools are given in table 6.2.

Continuing their studies with examinations in

The period of study at Technical and Vocational

higher education;

Schools is two years. Young staff have the option of

Continuing their studies in tertiary education, in
the case of those who have attended the voca-

tional preparation course and have obtained
good marks;

attending the corresponding night schools for a
total of three years.
In the second year of study, those interested in the
motor vehicle repair sector select and attend a specialist course to obtain their qualification.

Entering the labour market without any specializa-

36

tion;

Graduates of Technical and Vocational Schools

Certificate of basic vocational training;

have the necessary qualification to enter the labour
market. At the same time, they are given the option

34

Mechanical engineering department and
Electrical engineering department.

of enroling in the second class of Technical and Vocational Lykeions (TEL) without sitting an examination.

Technical and Vocational Lykeions (TEL)
Technical and Vocational Lykeions include, among

1.

Students at TE Ls receive general and specialist edu-

ested in employment in the motor vehicle repair sec-

cation so that they gain the necessary technical,
occupational knowledge. The normal period of
study is three years. The corresponding period in

tor:

night-school TE Ls is four years.

others, two general departments for those inter-

Table 6.3

Structure of the technical and vocational schools
TEL structure and strands

Grammar school

-1st-class-of -TEL _ _

2nd class of TEL
(choice of sector)

Other sectors

to ob ain qualification
Area of specialization
Department with combination

Combination A

Other
a

Combination D

areas

10

Tertiary education TEI
Entry without examination
Special percentages for
certificate holders

10

Tertiary education-schools

Tertiary education

Tertiary education TE I

"without combinations'
Entry by examination

AEI - TEI

Entry without examination
Special percentages for
holders of school- leaving
certificates

Entry by
'General Examination'

11

Labour market

Mechanical engineering sector
Electrical engineering sector
3 Change in sector of occupations
Change in area of specialization
5 Other sectors
6 3rd class of TEL
Choice of area of specialization or area of combination
2

7 With qualification
8 Without examination
9 With examination
10 With "General Examination"
11 Without qualification
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1.

In their third year of study,-TEL students have the
option of selecting and attending a specialist course
which belongs to the strand they chose in their second year of study.

After completing their studies at TELs, graduates
have the following options:

practising the occupation for which they have
qualified,
obtaining a second specialist degree, or
continuing their studies in higher education.
OAED Apprenticeship
An apprenticeship with the Organization for Man-

power Employment (OAED) of the Ministry of
Labour combines theoretical instruction with practical work experience.The present form of the OAED
Apprenticeship was established by the statutes of
Law 1346 of 1983 and Law 1566 of 1985 (see chapter 3.4).

In their first year of apprenticeship, the students
attend theoretical classes and workshops. In the sec-

ond year, alternance training commences, i.e. 4

Since the mid-1970s, when the state education system began, the upgrading of these schools has been
in decline. In the academic year 1990/91, private

technical vocational schools accounted for only
14.6% of the total; they were attended by 15.4% of
the total number of students in technical vocational
schools.

OAED intensive training and education courses

The intensive training and education courses for
staff of repair shops are offered by OAED, often in
collaboration with agencies of other ministries.They
offer informal vocational education, i.e. education
which does not lead to a formal certificate. These

courses are held at the KETEKs, in companies'
in-house schools under the supervision of OAED,
and in mobile OAED units.
Institutes of Vocational Training (Institouta Epangelmatikis Katartisis - IEK)
In 1992 the government founded the Organization
for Vocational Education and Training (Organisnnos
Epangelmatikis Ekpaidefsis kai Katartisis OEEK)
with the goal of creating a national system of formal
vocational education.

days' work per week in companies, and one day of
training at an Apprenticeship Centre or at Centres The main aims of OEEK are the:
for Technical and Vocational Training [Kentro Technikis kai Epangelmatikis Katartisis KETEK] of OAED.
organization and operation of the Institutes of
Vocational Training (IEK);
Until 1985, apprenticeship was an informal type of
supervision of private IEKs;
training. Since 1985, Apprenticeship Certificates
implementation of the aims of the National Syshave been recognized as equivalent to certificates
tem of Vocational Education and Training
from Technical and Vocational Schools (TES).
The education offered at IEKs for motor mechanics
The period of study at Apprenticeship Centres or is aimed at those applicants who are graduates of
KETEKs of OAED is 4 6 half-years. During the TESs and TELs, and equivalent schools without recapprenticeship, OAED undertakes to find vacancies ognized formal and substantial qualifications, and
for practical work for those employed by compa- at the unskilled staff and "self-trained" mechanics.
nies.
The IEK courses vary in length between 1 and 5 half-

years (depending on the specialist field and the
In these companies, the apprentices sign an employment contract and are paid during their training at a

level of education of the young person or adult concerned). The corresponding certificates are issued

rate commencing at 50% and ultimately reaching
100% of the minimum daily wage of an unskilled
worker. Their medical care and hospital treatment
are covered through OAED and the companies.

after rigorous examinations. A particular aim is

The OAED Apprenticeship categories in the motor
vehicle maintenance and repair sector are:
Motor vehicle electrical technician,
Motor vehicle engine_mechanic,
Bodywork mechanic,
Internal combustion engine mechanic.
Private Technical and Vocational Training Schools

European recognition or regulation of these certificates so that the certificate-holders are able to practise their occupation freely in other Member States.

Fifteen government IEKs "of an experimental
nature" are now in operation in Greece.

6.2 Educational level of the staff
Table 6.4 shows the level of education of staff in
motor vehicle repair and sales companies. The figures were obtained by processing the primary data
collected by the shared service offices of these companies.

Until about the mid-1970s, the government system The initial vocational training was offered to the
of vocational training was unable to cover existing staff through the schools mentioned in the previous
needs. For this reason, those interested in vocational
chapter, and through other schools which have since
training turned to private schools. These schools been abolished, i.e.:
enjoyed considerable prestige, mainly in the 1960s.
In 1970, about 75% of students in technical and
the "Basic Vocational Schools" which have been
vocational training were studying at private schools.
replaced by the TESs, and
38

With a few exceptions, the private vocational
schools offered students a low level of education.

the "Secondary Vocational Schools" which have
been replaced by the TELs.

Table 6.4 - Educational level of staff
Type

1.
A%

B%

C%

D1%

D2 %

D3

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

17.50
6.80
46.80
17.80
0.40
10.70
0.00

13.70
1.60

45.00
25.70
7.80
6.10
0.10

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

50.00
0.00
0.00
49.00
1.00
0.00
0.00

35.00
0.00
0.00
62.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

100

100

100

100

Education level

Self training
Primary education
Secondary education
Initial vocational training
Higher education
Highest education (university)
Postgraduate
Total

The percentage of staff in the repair sector-who
have had initial vocational training is clearly apparent in the D categories of company, i.e. in independent repair shops.

In categories B and C, the combined educational
level of repair shop staff and car showroom staff is
given.
It appears, then, that the percentage of repair shop
staff who have undergone initial vocational training
varies between 49% and 62%. The remaining staff
consists mainly of "self-trained" mechanics. These

percentages of initial vocational training are particularly small, for reasons directly connected with
the organization of the vocational training system in
Greece.This is a relatively new system, since, as men-

knowledge and skills which under normal circumstances should have been provided by the initial
vocational training system.
In the companies examined, continuing vocational
training is provided mainly by the following bodies:
ELKEPA (Greek Centre for Productivity),

EOMMECh (Greek Organization of Small and
Medium-Scale Manufacturing Companies and
Crafts),

IVEPE (Institute of Industrial Skills Upgrading),
which operates through the Inter-Company Association of SEV (Association of Greek Industrialists),

tioned in the previous section (6.1), it went into full
operation in the mid-1970s. This means that "selftrained" mechanics are in the minority, and are the
oldest staff in the sector.

GSEE (Greek Confederation of Labour),

In companies of types B and C, the percentages for
educational level differ considerably from those of
type D.This is due to the fact that in categories B and
C, the repair shop staff and car showroom staff are
given as a combined figure.

ment),

OAED (Organization for Manpower Employment),

EEDE (Greek Association of Business Manage-

Consequently, the staff of repair shops and retail
companies has undergone:
to a large extent, average secondary education
from grammar schools and General Lykeions;
to a very small extent, initial vocational training,
from 1Z8% to 25.7%, this means that it is mainly
the staff of car sales establishments who have
some form of education other than vocational
training.

6.3. Continuing training in Greece

TEE (Greek Technical Chamber of Commerce),

The shared service offices of the motor vehicle
repair companies (POVEAM Panhellenic Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers, OVEAME
Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers of
Greece, OVEAM V.E. Federation of Car and
Machinery Repairers of Northern Greece), and
by

the private educational bodies.
The relevant skills upgrading courses are geared to:

the age of the participants,
the employment situation,
the educational level.

In Greece, there is at present no organized system
of continuing training. The continuing training pro- These courses concentrate mainly on training the
vided through training bodies or companies' administrative staff of companies. The number of
in-house schools, with auxiliary financing from state
continuing training courses is relatively limited.
or Community funds, currently functions "like the fire
brigade", as S. Stavrou notes in his monograph. In
other words, this continuing training operates on an

ad hoc basis to cover, intermittently, a range of

LEST CO

AVM

Inter-company continuing training applies mainlyto
import companies (agents) which are subsidized by
the European Community Fund, usually through
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OAED. These companies train the staff of private

inter-company training for the staff of their repair

repair shops and sales departments, and the staff of
authorized repair shops and car sales companies. It
should be mentioned at this point that OAED financ-

shops and sales departments. At the same time, they

offer continuing vocational training for the staff of
the authorized companies in the networks.

ing for inter-company continuing training is provided only for those members of staff who have an
employment contract with these companies. In other
words, the continuing training of staff of companies
in the network is not subsidized.

The main aim of vocational training in these companies is to increase the specialist skills of their staff and

Small independent repair shops occasionally offer
continuing training, but only if they identify specific
needs, e.g. for familiarization and training in new

to keep them at a high level of training. Most of the
training courses concentrate on familiarization with
new vehicle technology such as catalytic converters,
electronic ignition etc. This need arose from the sudden inrush into Greece of vehicles with catalytic converters, with specialized electronic equipment for

technologies. In such cases, the staff of these compa-

each model. The initial vocational training for

nies are trained provided that:

mechanics was inadequate forthe technical support
of these vehicles because this is a relatively new tech-

the company is financially in a position to support
the training of the personnel, and

nology for which the government has not yet created the corresponding legally established catego-

ries of technician. Efforts are being made to
a relevant subsidized course is organized and pro-

vided by the above-mentioned bodies.

There have been very few cases where a shared

service office of independent repair shops has
organized continuing training seminars for the staff.
The main reason for this is that the shared service
offices are unable to access the relevant EC funds
which are granted for this purpose. The federation
of repair shops say there is a lack of information on
the funds which are provided for continuing training
and on the relevant procedures for securing them
(see chapter 7). More specifically, they say the gov-

ernment has excluded the federations from the
financing which is provided by the European Community Fund, through OAED, for continuing training.
Finally, special mention should be made of efforts in
the field of continuing training by POVEAM. It has

recently held seminars which were attended by
about 1,500 motor mechanics, electrical technicians

and bodywork mechanics in the Attica region.

6.4 Continuing training of staff of
motor vehicle sales and repair

upgrade the skills of the technical staff of repair
shops in these respects, through the Institutes of
Vocational Training (I E K). As mentioned above, they
were set up in 1992 and are operating, for the present, experimentally.

At the same time, there is the secondary aim of train-

ing the management staff in information technology, and staff in the other departments (sales, spare
parts) in computerization, as a response to the keen

competition and new demands of the market.

The members of staff are selected for continuing
training according to the following criteria:
the employee's specialist work
the training requirements for the specialized job
the employee's personality and suitability

changes in the technology of the product with
which the specialist employee is concerned
changes in the legislation governing the employee's job
competition

The continuing training courses provided by the
import companies for their repair shop staff are
Import companies Motor vehicle agents (catego- based on the corresponding car manufacturers'
ries A and B) -Network of authorized companies courses and adapted to Greek conditions. These
courses are held either on the premises of the
(category C)

companies

There is a considerable shortage of specialist staff in
occupations connected with the car manufacturing

import companies or in the repair shops, or on the
premises of the car manufacturers abroad.

sector. For this reason, staff required by motor ve-

hicle manufacturing agents in Greece usually
acquire their specialist skills on-the-job or are
recruited away from similar businesses.
For vehicle importers/agents, staff are not
appointed en masse but as individuals, on an ad hoc

basis. Specialist training after recruitment does not
follow any special programme of initial vocational
training along the lines of theoretical instruction or
practical work. Normally a newly appointed
employee is given instruction and at the same time is

The continuing training of management and sales
staff takes place outside the company, in collaboration with state or private training bodies, such as
those mentioned in the previous section (6.3).
Tables 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show a typical continuing training course which was held in 1991 by

the import company VIAMAX A.E. (agents for
ROVER in Greece) for its staff and the staff of the
authorized companies in its network.

integrated into the procedure for providing ser- Table 6.10 shows the participation of staff in the convices, under the care and supervision of his respon- tinuing training courses which were organized
sible superior.
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Alongside the initial training after recruitment,
import businesses (categories A and B) provide
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between 1983 and 1992 by the import companies
for their staff (Category B) and for the staff of the
authorized repair shops and car retailers.

Table 6.9 -Training of motor vehicle engine mechanics

Table 6.5 -Training of warehousemen in modern
warehouse organization ,

Theory

Course
Course

Theory
(hours)

Warehouse organization
Applied management
Health and safety
Total hours

Practice
(hours)

75
25

255
30

5

15

100

300

Table 6.6 -Training of vehicle and spare parts
salesmen/women
Course

Theory
(hours)

Introduction to interpersonal
communication

15

Sales techniques

25

Negotiating techniques
Customer relations
Analyzing customer details
Applied management
Health and safety

15

Total hours

Practice
(hours)

Total hours

45

brake systems
Electronic fault diagnosis units

15

30
45

10

30

4

12

4

13

12

35

19

56

10

Vehicle geometry and steering
systems

Combustion - fuel exhaust
Environmental pollution and
current legislation
Catalytic converters and
new technology
Engines and fuel systems
-Vehicle dynamics
Tyres and wheel rims
hours

4

13

7

-21-

100

300

5

15

20

60

The participation of staff from authorized compa-

5

15

15

15

nies is generally lowerthan that of staff in the import
companies. One of the reasons for this may be that

100

270

Theory
(hours)

General accounting
Tax documentation
Value-added tax
Financial analysis
Applied management
Health and safety

Gearboxes and differentials
15
Electronics in the suspension and

45
75
45

40
20
15

10

the OAED subsidy is granted only for continuing
training of staff who are in a dependent relationship of employment in the company. In other words,
the government in this case subsidizes the import
companies to upgrade the skills of their own staff

Table 6.7 training of accountants and assistant
accountants
Course

Practice
(hours)

(hours)

only. The continuing training of the staff of the
Practice
(hours)

120
60
45
30

authorized companies in the networks is financed
by the import companies themselves.
Participants in continuing training as a
percentage of total staff

Table 6.10

40.00

10.

15

35.00

5

30

30.00

100

300

25.00

H type b
type c

20.00

Table 6.8 -Training of computer operators
Course

Theory
(hours)

15.00

Practice
(hours)

10.00

5.00
0.00

Introduction to computing
Hardware
Software
Operating system (DOS)
Word processing
Introduction to IBM S/38
Total hours

8

15

12

45
45

16

24
20
20

75

100

300

60
60

year

771711--

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Table 6.11 - Mean value of days per year and
employee
30.00
L; Technical CVT

25.00

Sales CVT

Administration

20.00

CVT

15.00

Staff participation is on the increase, starting from
less than 5% of the total staff of the companies and

10.00

rising to more than 33% of staff in private repair

5.00

shops and sales departments, and more than 20%
of staff in authorized repair shops and sales companies in the networks.

0.00

year

1989

1990

1991

39

1992

41

1

Table 6.11 shows the annual average number of
days of training per employee. The figures refer to
the total number of participants in the import companies' continuing training programmes.

very small number of seminars which are held by
these collective bodies or by the public and priVate
training bodies mentioned above.
For independent vehicle sales companies, there are

The average number of days of training was particularly high in 1991.Technical training in that year was
more than 17 days per trainee, and sales training
exceeded 23 days. This may be due to the fact that

no statistics relating to continuing training of their
staff. This is because the Association of Car Sales-

this was the year in which the government introduced financial incentives for the replacement of
old, pollution-generating vehicles with new ones
with anti-pollution technology. This gave rise to a

respond to the researchers' request for details on
this matter, and did not attend the first briefing ses-

men, which is based in Athens and represents about

500 independent car sales companies, did not
sion which was held by ELKE PA, the coordinator for
this survey in Greece. Nevertheless, in the course of
talks with the chairman of this association, it was dis-

huge demand for technical training in this new technology. At the same time, these financial incentives closed that the independent car sales and retail
by the government took the form of reduced Spe- companies do not offer any continuing training.
cial Consumer Tax (E.F.K.) imposed on the purchase
of new vehicles with catalytic converters, with corre- 6.5 Role of social partners in continuing

spondingly lower selling prices. This led to an

training

increase in vehicle sales and intensified competition.
Increased training for personnel working in private
and authorized retail establishments was therefore
thought necessary and was provided.

The social partners are represented in the motor ve-

The cost per participant of the continuing training
courses is shown in table 6.12.

For employers

hicle sector through first-tier or second-tier tradeunion bodies.The main collective bodies of employers and staff are:

The Association of Car Importers and Agents
(SEAA),

Table 6.12 - Mean cost of continuing training per
participant (drs. 1000)
800
700

,600
500

The Association of Car Salesmen (SEA),
The Panhellenic Federation of Car and Machinery
Repairers (POVEAM),
The Federation of. Car and Machinery Repairers
of Greece (OVEAM E),
The Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers
of Northern Greece (OVEAM V.E.),
The Union of Engine Reconditioning Mechanics of
Attica.

400

For staff
The Greek Confederation of Labour (GSEE),
The Panhellenic Federation of Metalworkers,
Staff committees in relatively large companies.

300
200
100
0

year

1989

1990

1992

1991

The costs, which vary between 200,000 and
680,000 drachmas per participant, are not particularly high and are considered satisfactory for Greek
conditions. The peak in 1990 is due to the reasons
mentioned above. A considerable part of the costs
were covered by a grant from the European Community Fund through OAED (Ministry of Labour).
Independent repair shops (category D) and vehicle
sales businesses (category E)
In independent repair shops there is, as a rule, no
systematic continuing training. Despite the fact that
the continuing training of staff in the repair shops is

a crucial factor in their survival in a time of rapid
technological development and particularly fierce
competition, inter-company continuing training is
limited, mainly because of the inadequate financial
resources of these small repair shops.The owners of

these repair shops have long been aware of the
importance of this training and are making consid42

erable efforts, even through the associations or federations representing them.The result so far has not

been satisfactory. It is limited to attendance of a
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The initial information which was collected by the
various bodies mentioned above, and from individual companies on the social partners' participation
in continuing training, leads to the following conclusions:

The social partners have now grasped the crucial
importance of continuing training for the survival
of the Greek economy in general and the companies examined in particular.

The efforts of the collective bodies of employers
are concentrated on securing funding from the
European Community Fund, and on putting constant pressure on the government to upgrade the
system of initial and continuing vocational training.
The role of staff on a general collective level is at
present focused on negotiation of the employer's
,contribution to vocational training of staff. This
contribution appeared for the first time in the general collective agreement of 1988 on a scale of
0.2% of the overall payroll. The present negotia-

tions between SEV (the Association of Greek
Industries) and GSEE (the Greek Confederation

of Labour) are likely to lead to an increase of this
percentage to 0.5%.

o On an inter-company level, the staff opinion is
usually expressed within the "staff committee". Pro-

vision for this is made in Article 12 of Law 1767/
1988 relating to "staff committees" on continuing
training.

In small repair shops, the staff express their opinion only in an advisory and not a decision-making
capacity. As a rule they are not organized within
trade unions. Decisions regarding continuing trading are taken by the manager of the repair shop,
who is normally the owner.
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1. VI AMAX A.V. E. E.
Size of company: Ill
Make of vehicle: Rover

VIAMAX A.E., as official and exclusive agent (see
EEC Reguldtion 123/85), imports, distributes and
sells Rover passenger cars, DAF and Landrover
goods vehicles and DAF and BOVA buses.

Category of vehicle: A, B, C

Type of company: B
VIAMAX A.V.E.E. is a typical case of a company in

In 1991, VIAMAX A.V.E.E., with equity capital of dr.
7,260 million (3.63 million USD) and a turnover of dr.
18,968 million (9,484 million USD), had the following total sales, by type of vehicle and market share:

the motor vehicle import, distribution, sales and
service sector.

It was established in 1956 and employs a total of
679 people directly and indirectly in the authorized
companies of its network. It is a member of the Asso-

Passenger cars 4,416 Market percentage 2.7%
Goods vehicles 537 Market percentage 1 % (light)
9 % (heavy)
Buses

15

Market percentage 3%

ciation of Car Importers and Agents.
This company has developed a continuing training
system adapted-to-both the-training needs_ of its
staff and the demands of competition on the Greek
market.

1.2. Brief background to the company
andits present development strategy

In 1947 the main sharehOldeFof the-present-VIA-MAX A.V.E.E. became the agent of Mercedes -Benz.
in Greece. In 1956 he founded the company VIAThe continuing training of the staff is undertaken MAX A.V.E.E., which in 1960 extended its activity to
mainly in the company's training centre.The number the development and construction of bodywork for
of participants in the training courses is increasing goods vehicles and buses with the collaboration of
every year, and the results of the continuing training Mercedes-Benz. The following twenty years were a
are considered particularly satisfactory if the up- landmark for the company, which, with the extenward trend in the company's sales is taken into sion of its installations to Salonica and Larisa, emerged as a pioneer in Greece in the manufacture and
account.
sale of the above-mentioned vehicles.The company
The information presented in this survey was kindly was involved in further important export activity in
provided by the company itself in the form of com- the Middle East. In 1980, at the time of its greatest
pleted questionnaires and in personal interviews upturn, it employed 2,600 people.
with the general manager and managing director,
the personnel manager and the staff representative. In 1981, the company discontinued its cooperation
with Mercedes-Benz, which founded a subsidiary in
1. General description of the company Greece, Mercedes-Benz-Hellas, which took over as
agent for the passenger cars and also took over the
stock of spare parts. 750 staff of VIAMAX A.V.E.E.
1.1 Basic details of the company
VIAMAX A.V.E.E. is a commercial company. It is moved to Mercedes-Benz Hellas.
engaged mainly in the import, distribution and sale
of motor vehicles and spare parts. Another area of In 1983, a year of major changes in the heavy vethis company is after-sales service, i.e. maintenance hicles market in Greece, the company faced a very
severe crisis, with the result that it suspended its
and repair of the vehicles it sells.
manufacturing activity and laid off 1,300 staff.
VIAMAX A.V.E.E. was established in 1956, initially as

a bodywork repair company, and is based in Peris- In 1987, VIAMAX A.V.E.E was converted from a
teri, Attica (suburban area of Athens). In 1987 it was manufacturing to a commercial company acting as
converted from a manufacturing company to a exclusive agent for passenger cars, goods vehicles
commercial company and reduced its staff from and buses.
1,750 to about 300.1t now has 296 staff. 26 people
1.3 Structure of the company
are employed in its repair shops and 9 people as
salesmen/women in the showrooms. The company As already mentioned, VIAMAXA.V.E.E. has two prihas 2 privately owned repair shops and 2 show- vately owned repair shops, each of which is headed
rooms, one of each in Athens and Salonica.The staff by a responsible technician with intermediate techniin the authorized showrooms and repair shops num- cal and vocational knowledge. His responsibilities
relate to the technical inspection of imported veber 193 and 190 people respectively.
hicles intended for sale.

This company also supports the sales and aftersales service of its vehicles through a nationwide There is a similar form of organization in the two pri-

network of 36 authorized showrooms and 39

vately owned showrooms which belong administra-

authorized repair shops'.
Authorized showrooms and repair shops" are independent private companies (usually individuals or limited liability
companies) which are under contract with the import company (e. g. VIAMAXA.V.E.E.), their main contractual obligation being the exclusive sale or repair of the motor vehicles of the above-mentioned company. At the same time the
import company, which is also the general exclusive agent, attends to the continuing vocational skills upgrading of the
staff of these companies.
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Table 1

Organizational structure of the company

Chairman of the board of directors

General manager

Personnel

Sales

Spare parts

Repair shops

department

department

sales

department

Special training division

,

department

Finance
department

Salonica
branch

department

Division

Showrooms
division

Division

Repair shops
division

Division

{ Division

Division

Authorized
showrooms
&Asian

Division

Authorized
repair shops
division

Division

{Division

tively to the company's sales department. In each
showroom, a responsible salesperson with secondary general training is in charge.

The main activity of the company is the import and
distribution of the vehicles to the network of show-

rooms. For this reason, the administrative staff
greatly outnumber the salesmen/women and tech-

The company has a special training division staffed
by two mechanical engineers and two junior engineers who cover the training of all the technical and
authorized repair shops. Overall responsibility for

the training procedures and development of con-

nicians. The general group of "others" includes
attendants, drivers, cleaners, warehousemen and
others in auxiliary jobs.

tinuing training/training courses in the company lies
with the personnel manager.

It is worth noting that hardly any of the staff in the
privately owned and authorized repair shops have
had systematic vocational training.

The authorized repair shops and authorized show-

Categories of technical staff

rooms are, as mentioned above, relatively inde- The technical staff of the privately owned and
pendent companies, and their owners are usually in
authorized repair shops fall into the following catcharge of them. As can be seen in the organization

egories2:

chart of the company, the repair shop and sales
departments have their respective divisions controlling these authorized businesses.

The staff listed in table 6 for privately owned and
authorized repair shops are employed in a total of

1.4 Staff of the company

41 repair shops, of which 39 are for general repairs,
one is a body repair shop and one is a vehicle paint-

Composition of the workforce by occupational categories

ing repair shop. The authorized repair shops

Composition of the total workforce of the
company by broad occupational categories

No foreign nationals are employed in VIAMAX

Occupational group .

Working conditions and pay system

Table 2

Number of staff

employ an average of 5 people each.

A.V. E. E.

In VIAMAX A.V.E.E. use is made of permanent
1. Management
2. Administrative staff

26

contract, is applied on the basis of the relevant

119
16

3. Technical staff

46

14

employment contracts, and more rarely fixed-term
contracts, and in exceptional cases the works contract (Article 648 onwards of the Civil Code). The
most common form of contract, i.e. the permanent

9

4. Car salesmen/women
5. Spare parts salesmen/women
6. Others

112

Labour Legislation.

Total

296

On the basis of the legislation in force, working
hours fall into three categories:

2 These categories are defined by Law 1975/85 of 1985 "relating to requirements for the operation of a repair shop".

a
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Quantitative development of the workforce

2.

Table 3 - Development of the workforce' in the privately owned and authorized repair shops and the
corresponding showrooms from 1987 until now
Year

Repair shops

Showrooms

Authorized repair shops

1987
1988
1989
1990

18

9

15

9

205
225

20
26
26
26

9

1991

1992

Authorized showrooms
125
126
147

175
187
190
190

9
9
9

160
183
193

1 The development of staff refers to the repair shops and showrooms for passenger cars only, which are the company's
main commercial item.

Distribution-of staff by-age_and_gender
Distribution of staff by age and gender in the company as a whole, and in the company's privately
owned and authorized showrooms

Table 4

Age

Private repair shops

Company

Auth. repciir shops

Sales division

Auth. showrooms

shops

up to 20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-65
66+

2

-

74
83

3

18

81

3

14
120
36
15

49

2

5

12
2
2

76
60

3

10

2

23

6

7

1

5

Total

296

26

190

9

193

Men
Women

228
68

22
4

190

9

149
44

Level of education of the workforce
Staff's level of education in the company as a whole, and in the company's privately owned and
authorized repair shops and privately owned and authorized showrooms

Table 5

Category
Self-training
Secondary training
Vocational training

Company

Private works'

11

3

228

2

Auth. repair shops

Sales div.

58
127
5

32
79

One year
Two years
Three years
Higher ed. (TEI)
University (AEI)
Postgraduate studies
Total

Auth. showrooms

7

7

9

9
35

12

20
6
296

5

190

3

25
29

9

193

These figures refer only to mecanics/technicians in privately owned repair shops and not to their total number of staff,
which is 26.

a. Working hours specified on the basis of Presidential Decree 27-6/4.Z1932 Article 1 and Law
1037/71,
b. Working hours fixed by Collective Agreement or

Arbitration Judgment,
c. Working hours fixed by Private Agreement (con
tractual).
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Table 6

Categories of technical staff

Category of
mechanic/technician

sector. For this reason, the technical staff required
by the car manufacturers' agents in Greece usually

Private repair

Auth. repair

shops

shops

after they have been recruited in the specific tech-

No. of staff

No. of staff

nology of each type of vehicle or are recruited

2

124

receive specialist training within each company
away from other similar companies.

1. Engine mechanic
2. Elec. technician
3. Brake systems
4. Petrol pumps

21.

1

5. Carburettor
6. Radiators
7. Suspension
8. Exhaust
9. Bodywork
10. Paintwork
11. Wheels (vulcanizer)
12. Liquid gas appliances
13. Other
Total

The main criteria for selection and employment of
staff in this company are:
Theoretical training
Experience
Knowledge of at least one foreign language
Dress and appearance
Good references

1

19

1

10

2. The company's continuing training
policy

16

2.1 Historical development and present
state of training/continuing training

190

5

In the company's repair shops and sales showrooms,

the working hours of category b) are applied, i.e.
those fixed by the National General Collective
Labour Agreement of 13.3.1986, which stipulates

40 working hours per week. The 40 hours are

For a number of years, the company, realizing the
particular importance of specialist vocational training and continuing training of the staff with a viewto
implementing the objects of the company, has been

training its staff and the staff of the authorized
repair shops. This last point is in fact a contractual
term of cooperation between the company and the
independent companies of its network.

divided into 5 days per week, from Z30 a.m. to 3.30
The continuing training and the technical continuing
training of trainers and senior technical staff of the
Part-time employment in the company is rare company is carried out mainly in collaboration with
because the intense competition and the need to be the car manufacturer by private training bodies at
ready to deal with the various problems call for spe- the headquarters of the company or abroad, as the
cialist full-time work by permanent staff.
case may be.
p.m.

The enforcement of the provisions of Laws 1568/85

relating to health and safety of staff and 1567/88
relating to the staff committees, and the ratification
of the 135th international labour contract, have contributed substantially to the improvement of working conditions.
The wages in the company are as follows:

The management staff receive dr. 500,000 to

The technical continuing training of staff of the company and authorized repair shops is carried out at
the company's training centre by the staff in the special training division. This special training division
has been created within the last few years and is
under the authority of the general manager, as the
organization chart of the company shows. At this
point it is worth emphasizing that VIAMAXA.V.E.E. is
one of the very few companies in the sector which
has its own training centre.

600,000 gross, i.e. ECU 1,985 to 2,380
The

assistant management staff receive dr.

350,000 to 400,000, i.e. ECU 1,390 to 1,590
Heads of divisions receive dr. 250,000, i.e. ECU
990

On the basis of the National General Collective
Agreement, staff receive dr. 4,500 to 6,500 per
working day, i.e. ECU 18 to 26.

In addition to the above wages, the company
applies a system of secondary pay related to the
staff's productivity.

As for the continuing training of the administrative,
sales and other staff, this takes place outside the
company in collaboration with training organizations such as ELKEPA (Elliniko Kentro Paragogikotitas -Greek Centre for Productivity). The personnel
manager is responsible for the continuing training
of these members of staff.

Of particular interest is the broadening of continuing vocational training which VIAMAX A.V.E.E. introduced in 1987, when it was converted, as mentioned
above, from a manufacturing to a commercial company.

Aims of continuing training
The labour market for specialist technical staff, and
criteria for employment
48

On the Greek labour market, there is a considerable shortage of specialist workers in occupations
connected with the motor vehicle manufacturing
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The main aim of continuing training in VIAMAX
A.V.E.E. is to train staff in specialist skills and keep
them in a high level. Proper support of the company's products calls for specialization mainly in the
technical sector. Special importance is attached to

training and briefing in new vehicle technology such
as catalytic converters, electronic ignition etc.

Table 8 - Areas of continuing training as percentages
of total training time. The figures are for 1989 onwards

At the same time, a secondary aim is the training of

Year

management staff in informatics, and the staff of
the other divisions (sales, spare parts and repair
shops) in computing, as a response to the intense
competition and new demands of the market.
Initial vocational training

In companies which are exclusive agents of car
manufacturers, such as VIAMAX A.V.E.E., staff are
not appointed en masse, but individually and on an
ad hoc basis. This company, which is organized in a
traditional way, has no special programme of initial

vocational training, along the lines of theoretical
instruction and practical work. However, a newly
appointed employee, in the division to which he

training

role

VIAMAX A.V.E.E. has been organizing continuing
training courses since 1989. As a rule, the continuing
training, as mentioned above, takes place mainly in
the company's training centre during working hours.
It is compulsory forthe technical staff in the privately

owned and authorized repair shops.
Interest in continuing training is expressed mainly by
staff in the accounting offices because of continual
amendments to tax legislation, and by all the motor
mechanics/technicians at all levels of training.

It should also be noted that the staff play a part in
decision-making as regards continuing training.This
is laid down in the provisions of Article 12 of Law
1767/1988 relating to the staff committees.

Administrative
training

1989
1990

40

20

25

21

1991

21

36

1992

18

14

Sales

training

20
25
26
22

Other
training

20
29
17
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Duration of each area of training, as an
average number of hours per staff member per year

Table 9

Year

Technical

training

belongs, is-constantly-updatecti-while-acting_under_ _
the care and supervision of the responsible head of
division and other colleagues.
1989

Organization of continuing training, and the staff's

Technical

2.

1990
1991

1992

Administrative
training

100

400
400
300

100
400
400
300

training

Other
training

100

100

400
400
300

400
400
300

Sales

Cost of continuing training
As table 10 shows, there is considerable financial
support from the European Community through
OAED
[Organismos Apascholisis Ergatikou
Dynamikou Organization for Manpower Employment] for the continuing training of the staff of VIAMAX A.V.E.E. It should be mentioned at this point

that OAED subsidizes the continuing training
courses only for participating mechanics/technicians who have an employment contract with the
company. This means that the cost of continuing
training for the mechanics/technicians of the

authorized companies of the network is borne
exclusively by VIAMAX A.V.E.E.

Staff participation in the various areas of continuing
training
Table 10 - Participants in training courses in 1991

Table 7 - Number of staff in VIAMAX A.V.E.E. and the
authorized companies of its network who have taken
part in continuing training courses from 1985 onwards

year

Number of participants Number of participants
from the company
from the auth.

1988
1989
1990

Year

companies

1991

1985'
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1992

20
63
77
90

20
20
25
32
36
43
48
72

1992

Cost of continuing
training (dr.)

VIAMEX A.V.E.E.'s

share of participation' (%)

100
25
25
25

19,000,000
100,700,000
91,088,000
97,000,000

The remaining percentage was covered by the European Community Fund through OAED
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2.2 Development of the organizational 2.3 Effects of new technologies
structure of the vocational training/
The introduction of electronic technology in vehicles
continuing training system
has inevitably meant that the repair shops have had
The special training division of VIAMAX A.V.E.E. was

to be organized and equipped accordingly. The

set up in 1988. Since then it has developed as fol-

staff give a lot of thought to specialization and show
a consistent interest in it. The training is not covered
bythe programmes of OAED or the European Community Fund.

lows:

1988
1989
1990
1991

1992

1 person
2 people
3 people
4 people
5 people

The introduction of computers in recent decades in
Greece has had a positive effect on working conditions. Data processing is easier and quicker.The staff

of VIAMAX A.V.E.E. are favourably disposed
This special division is headed by the company's per-

sonnel manager, who bears sole responsibility for
the training of the staff at VIAMAX A.V.E.E. The
other four people are two mechanical engineers
and two junior engineers who cover the training of
all the mechanics/technicians of the privately
owned and authorized repair shops.

towards the computerization of the company.

2.4 Social partners' role in shaping
continuing training policy
In the company, there has always been an organized body representing the staff. The staff are now
represented by the following collective bodies:

Criteria for course selection
The course is selected by the personnel manager
after agreement with the heads of the various divisions and in cooperation with the selected trainer
according to the following criteria:

Association of White-Collar and Manual Workers
of VIAMAX A.V.E.E. and M.K. FOSTIROPOULOS

The curriculum which should cover the required
area of knowledge
The topical nature of the material
The qualifications of the teaching staff
The cost of the course, and the probable joint
organizing body

Before 1987, there were a number of conflicts. After
1987, when the company converted from a manufacturing to a commercial company and reduced its
staff, all these conflicts disappeared. Indeed, since
the staff committee was set up, the company management has been working smoothly with the staff
representatives.

Apart from the above criteria, it is important to note
that there is feedback between the service provided
(as a result of the continuing training) and the training course. The feedback in the form of customer
requirements influences the design of the training
courses and, more generally, the continuing training
policy of VIAMAX A.V.E.E. It should also be noted

that the exclusive aim of the continuing training
courses, particularly those aimed at technical staff,
is specialization.

A.E.

Staff committee of VIAMAX A.V.E.E.

Continuing training is a matter of interest both to the

staff and to their collective representative bodies.
The younger members of staff are particularly interested in continuing training.

2.5 Description of the main continuing
training courses
The continuing training courses are planned on an

annual basis. Alterations are made from time to
time. Exceptional situations are dealt with by special-

Criteria for selection of staff for training
The staff who are to participate in continuing training courses are selected according to the following
criteria:

ized seminars with various training bodies. At the
end of the training procedure, the continuing training course is evaluated on the basis of:

The trainees' answers to specific written questions
the employee's speci6lized work
Work performance, which is assessed by the
the training requirements for the specialized job
heads of the divisions
the employee's personality and suitability
Customer response to each situation
changes in the technology of the product dealt
with by the staff member
The training courses include a theoretical part and
changes in the legislation governing the employ- practical work to consolidate the knowledge
ee's job
gained. Modern teaching aids are used.
the competition
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Breakdown of the continuing training programmes for various categories of trainees

Table 11

Category: Motor mechanics
Course

2.
Theory

Category: warehousemen
Object of training: modern warehouse management

Gearboxes and differentials
Theory

Course

(hours)

Warehouse organization
Applied management
Health and safety
Total hours

Practical
(hours)

75
25

255
30

5

15

100

400

Category: car and spare parts salesmen/women
Object of training: sales
Course

Theoi=y-

Practical-

(hours)

(hours)

Introduction to interpersonal
communication

15

Sales techniques

25

Negotiating techniques
Customer relations
Analyzing customer details
Applied management
Health and safety

15

Total hours

45
75
45

5

15

20

60

5

15

15

15

100

270

Category: accountants and assistant accountants
Object of training: general accounting
Course

Theory
(hours)

General accounting
Tax documentation
Value-added tax
Financial analysis
Applied management
Health and safety
Total hours

40
20

Practice
(hours)

10

120
60
45
30

10

15

5

30

100

300

15

Electronics in the suspension
and brake systems
Electronic fault
diagnosis units
Vehicle geometry and
steering systems
Combustion fuel exhaust

Environmental pollution and
current legislation
Catalytic converters and
new technology
-Engines and_ fuel systems
Vehicle dynamics
Tyres and wheel rims

Total hours

(hours)

Practice
(hours)

15

45

10

30

15

45

10
4

30

4

13

12

.35

19

56

12

4

1.3 --

7

21

100

300

3. Detailed presentation of an
authorized repair shop in VIAMAX
A.V.E.E. network

3.1 General description of the company

3.1.1 Basic details of the authorized
repair shop
The company named "S.P.S. SERVICE E.P.E." is an
authorized repair shop in the network of the import
company VIAMAX A.V.E.E. Its legal form is that of a

limited liability company

The repair shop was established in 1987 and is
housed on VIAMAX premises with a total area of
6,000 square metres, in Peristeri, Attica (suburban
zone of Athens). It is engaged in the repair and main-

tenance of passenger cars and goods vehicles
which are imported by VIAMAX A.V.E.E., i.e. ROVER
passenger cars and DAF goods vehicles. The company has a total staff of 62 people, of whom 57 are

technical staff and the remaining 5 administrative.
Category: computer operators
Object of training: programming/computing
Course

Introduction to computing
Hardware
Software
Operating system (DOS)
Word processing
Introduction to IBM S/38
Total hours

The turnover of vehicles is about 14,500 a year, of
which 70% are passenger cars and 30% goods ve-

Theory

Practice

(hours)

(hours)

8

15

12

20
20

45
45
75
60
60

100

300

16

24

hicles.
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3.1.2 Structure of the authorized repair
shop
Table 12

Organizational structure of the authorized repair shop °S.P.S. service E.P.E."

Repair shop manager

Passenger car

repair division

Bodywork
division

Goods vehicle
repair division

Paintwork
division

Electrical
division

Administrative
services

Accounting
office

Office for preparing

Office for preparing

new vehicles for sale

new vehicles for sale

Electrical office

Treasury

Spare parts
store room

Office for repair and
maintenance of

Office for repair and
maintenance of goods

passenger cars

vehicles

Electrical office

Guarantees
office

3.1.3 Staff of the authorized repair shop The upward trend in the workforce is due to an
Composition of the workforce by category

increase in sales of new vehicles in recent years and
hence an increase in the turnover of the authorized

Table 13 -Total workforce of the authorized repair
shop by broad occupational groups

repair shop.

Distribution of the staff by age and gender
Occupational group

Number of staff
Table 15

1. Management
2. Administrative staff
2. Technical staff

57

Total

62

Distribution of the staff by age and gender

1

4

Quantitative development of the workforce
Development of the technical workforce
from 1988 up to the present day

Table 14

Workforce

Year

1987
1988
1989
1990

35

Age

up to 20
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 65
66 upwards

Number of staff
8

37
11

3
3

Total

62

Men
Women

61

42

1991

52
58

It is worth noting that the majority of staff in the

1992

57

repair shop are in the age groups up to 40.The number of female workers is unexpectedly low.
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recruit is to be employed. Other basic criteria are
intelligence, diligence, honesty and the employee's
overall personality.

Level of training of the workforce
Level of training of the staff in the
authorized repair shop

Table 16

Number of staff

Category
1. Self-training
2. Secondary training
3. Vocational training

3.2.1 Training plan at repair shop level

31

The authorized repair shop in question does not sys-

3

3.2 Two years
3.3 Three years
4. Higher education (TEI)
5. University (AEI)
6. Postgraduate studies

2

8

tematically plan the continuing training of its staff.
Since it is exclusively engaged in the maintenance
and repair of the vehicles which are imported and
sold by VIAMAX, the vehicle technology is specialized and specific. Consequently, the technical training concerned with these vehicles is provided exclusively byVIAMAX, which is also responsible for planning the continuing training.

62

Total

3.2.2 Categories of trainees and aims of
continuing training
Continuing training in the authorized repair shop in
question is mainly for technical staff. The aim of continuing training at present is the transfer of knowledge and experience in the individual technological
development of various vehicle accessories, e.g.
mechanical and electronic preparation of the combustion mixture. Another matter of particular importance for the continuing training of this repair shop
is computerization.

Categories of technical staff

The technical staff fall into the following
categories:
Table 17 - Categories of technical staff

Category of mechanic/
technician

3.2 Continuing training policy of the
authorized repair shop

16

3.1 One year

Z.

Number of
mechanics/technicians

Participation in continuing training courses from
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Z
8.

Motor mechanics
Electrical technicians

21

4

Brake systems
Petrol pumps

courses are held during working hours, on the premises of VIAMAX.

Carburettors
Radiators
Suspension
Exhaust

Bodywork
Paintwork
11. Wheels (vulcanizer)
12. Liquid gas appliances

10

13. Workmen

12

9.

10.

14.

Cleaners

Total

1985 to 1992
Participation in training courses is compulsory for
staff who are selected to attend them. The training

6

Table 18 - Numbers of repair shop staff members who
have participated in continuing training courses organized by VIAMAX since 1987, the year the repair
shop was set up

Number of participants

Year
2

62

The first 12 categories are those defined by the
Greek legislation (Law 1975/85) on "the requirements for the pursuance of an occupation". The lack
of staff in categories 3 to 8 is justified bythe fact that
those in category 1 are legally entitled to carry out

the work of these categories.
Working conditions
All staff members work full-time. There are no seasonal or part-time workers.The working hours are 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to Friday. No problems have
been reported in connection with the working conditions.

Criteria for employment
For technical staff in repair shops; the main preconditions are theoretical technical training, experience

and previous work in the area in which the new

1987
1988
1989
1990

3
2
1

4

1991

1

1992

4

Average annual number of days of training
per employee

Table 19

Year

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1992

Administrative
training

Sales

training

training

Other
training

(days)

(days)

(days)

(days)

Technical

5.0
4.0
5.0
3.5
3.0
3.3
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Staff participation in the shaping of continuing training
The staff in the repair shop are not organized into a
representative trade-union body. For this reason
they do not have a direct say in shaping continuing
training They can, however, request continuing training and thus, indirectly, influence the shaping of the
continuing training.

Criteria for selection of the staff who are to participate in the continuing training courses
The staff who participate each year in the available
continuing training courses are selected mainly on
the basis of age. Young mechanics/technicians are

almost always selected for continuing training,
although in certain instances older staff are also
selected and trained. Another basic criterion for

There has been an upward trend in the number of

staff who undergo continuing training. In 1989,
6% of the total number of staff were trained,while
in 1992 this percentage rose to 30%. Correspondingly, in the authorized companies of the network,

11% of the staff were trained in 1989, while in
1992 this percentage rose to 19%.
In 1989, the year when cars with anti-pollution
technology first appeared on the Greek market,
continuing training concentrated on technical
training/briefing on catalytic converters and fuel
injection systems (40% of the total training time).
In 1992, as can be seen from the relevant figures
above, continuing training was concerned mainly
with training in aspects of the computerization of
accounting systems and tax legislation.

selection of trainees is their motivation.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the course
The effectiveness of the course is evaluated from the

point of view of the trainees; they are questioned
about it after completion of the course. Another criterion is the qualitative result as shown in the work

of the mechanic/technician who has undergone
training.

4. Evaluation/applicability to other

role played by the European Community Fund,
through OAED, in financially supporting the continuing training, in spite of the fact that the training
of staff in the authorized companies is not subsidized.

companies

The training course, its selection criteria, and the

VIAMAX A.V.E.E., a typical example of a motor ve-

criteria for selecting the teaching staff do not

hicle import, distribution, sales and service com-

show any particularly innovative features. Nevertheless it should be emphasized that it has been
successfully adapted to Greek conditions. For this
reason, VIAMAX A.V.E.E.'s programme of continu-

pany, applies a system of continuing occupational
continuing training, mainly at its training centre.The
goals are to equip its staff with specialized skills and
to meet the demands of competition on the Greek
market. In particular, the following should be mentioned as important elements of continuing training:
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The sum spent on continuing training in 1992 was
dr. 97,000,000, or about dr. 600,000 per trainee.
This sum is particularly satisfactory in the Greek
context. At this point we should mention the major
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ing occupational continuing training can be
applied relatively easily to similar companies in
the sector.

kiAFPLE TES LPL
Size of company: II

Make of vehicle:

Peugeot

Category of vehicle: A

Unfortunately it was not possible to have extensive
discussions with the staff of the company.

1.2 Brief background to the company
and its present development strategy
From its establishment in 1982 until now, the com-

Type of company: C

pany has not had any serious fluctuations in its
development. One reason for this is probably the

The company "Demetrios Nafpliotis E.P.E." is a
medium-category motor vehicle repair company

fact that it had previously existed as a repair shop
since 1979.

authorized by Lion Hellas, official agent for the PeuAlthough its turnover seems to be quite satisfactory,
geot company in Greece.
It was established in 1982 and is the successor to the

Talbot repair shop of the Importex network which
was established in 1979. It employs a total of nine
people, and their continuing training takes place
mainly in the Lion Hellas training centre in Greece.
The company itself organizes various continuing
training activities on its premises, e.g. English lessons

and technical matters.

there is general anxiety and insecurity about the
future, for the following reasons:
Cooperation with the importer/agent is not considered absolutely secure.

The constant changes in technology are seen as
negative, since they entail a constant struggle to
keep up with them. The problem persists despite
ongoing training.

Cooperation with the owner and manager of the
company was very good, frank and constructive. This, among other things, is a serious obstacle to
mapping out a development strategy for the comOur special thanks to him for this.
pany.

1. General description of the company
The technological changes, such as the application
of new technologies to motor vehicles, and also the
The company "Demetrios Nafpliotis E.P.E." is an computerization of the departments, have shaped
authorized repair shop for Peugeot and Talbot pas- the company's development in terms of its adminissenger cars. It also trades in spare parts for these trative organization and work organization, and
makes of car. It has been in operation since 1982 in have also established the continuing training of the
the form of an authorized repair shop, and is based personnel as a necessity.
in Moschato,Attica.The company employs a total of
1.3 Structure of the company
9 people.
The organizational structure of the company proIn addition to running the general repair shop, the vides for a clear separation of powers and responcompany takes part in the organization of car races, sibilities and ensures that absolute authority and
where its participation takes the form of technical control are in the hands of the owner/ manager,
who has the final say on all decisions.
support.

1.1 Basic details of the company

The company, on its own initiative, has developed a
computing system and data bank for systematically

recording and monitoring the cars repaired.

The computer and data bank handle the volume of

data required for constant monitoring of the vehicles repaired, spare parts, and also the work and

the staff who carried it out. A system of in-house
The company has a strict hierarchy, in which the
owner/ manager has absolute authority over all
decisions and control over all activities.The staff are

consultations (once a week), in which any problems
that have arisen particularly technical ones are
discussed, ensures that operations are kept under

not organized into a trade union, nor would the
owner want them to be.

control, helps to forestall difficulties, and contributes to continuing training.

Staff remuneration is well above the level stipulated
by law, but the owner has the right to request certain

The manager/owner is from the navy (Chief Officer), retrained in America, and attends training for

"sacrifices" from the staff without, of course, any
extra pay.

one month each year at the Peugeot plants in
France.
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Table 1

Organizational structure of the company
Manager (owner)
Engineer, higher education, retraining

Accounting office
Customer monitoring
Computing

Fitting shop
(machine shop)
1 motor mechanic

Statistics processing

(3 year vocational training)

Data bank
1 person (woman)
Vocational training

1 assistant (trainee)

Spare parts division
1 administrative clerk
(secondary education)

Repair shop
1 engine mechanic (3 years self-training)
2 assistants (3 year vocational training)
1 electrical technician (3 years vocational training)
Repair

All
operations

lines

All
operations

All
operations

1.4 Staff of the company
Composition of the workforce by occupational category
Composition of the total workforce of the
company, in broad occupational groups
Table 2

Occupational group

The reduction in the workforce in 1988 was due to
the introduction of a computing system and modernization of operations. More specifically, all the
work in the accounting office and spare parts division is done by computer, while the use of diagnostic

and other instruments in the repair shop has
increased output and reduced the number of staff.

Number of staff
Table 4

1. Management
2. Administrative staff
3. Technical personnel
4. Spare parts salesmen/women
5. Others

6

Total

9

Age

Development of the company's workforce
from 1987 until now
Table 3

1987
1988
1989
1990

Private repair shop
(Number of staff)

1

Quantitative development of the workforce

Year

Distribution of the staff by age and gender

Workforce
11

up to 20
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 65
66 upwards

2

Total

9

Men
Women

8

6
1

1

9
9

1991

9
9

1992

9

The age distribution of the staff is worth noting since
they are all under 40. The only woman is employed
in what is regarded as "typical" women's work.
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Level of training of the workforce

in the company, with total authority in the hands of
the manager/owner. This strict organization helps

Table 5 -The level of training of the staff in the
company's repair shop

to keep the company functioning smoothly. We

Category

Private repair shop
(Number of staff)

would imagine, however, that it leads to a feeling of
oppression and discontent among the staff a factor which we were unable to verify or confirm. Offi-

cially, the General Collective Agreements are

1. Self-training
2. Secondary training
3. Vocational training

1

enforced, but the wages actually paid exceed those
stipulated by law. This can be seen in the following
table:

3.1 One year

1

Table 7 Working conditions and remuneration system

6

Category of Weekly wage Weekly wage Difference

1

employee

3.2 Two years
3.3 Three years
4. Higher education (TE I)
5. University (AEI)
6. Postgraduate studies

2.

stipulated by

paid (gross)

law (gross)
(dr.)

(dr.)

Total

The majority of the staff have had as much as three
years' vocational training, which is significant, given
that this is not the norm for this sector.

Categories of technical staff
Technical staff of the privately owned
repair shop are classed in the following categories'

Table 6

Category of mechanic/

Private repair shop

technician

(Number of staff)

1. Engine mechanics
2. Electrical technicians
3. Brake systems
4. Petrol pumps
5. Carburettors
6. Radiators
7 Suspension
8. Exhaust
9. Bodywork
10. Paintwork
11. Wheels (vulcanizer)
12. Liquid gas appliances
13. Other

5

Total

6

1. AdminTstaff
2. Mechanics/
technicians
3. Assistants

31,000-

44,000_

26,000
22,000

37,500

32,000

(dr.)

__+13,000

+ 11,500
+ 10,000

In addition to the wages as shown in table 7, if the
turnover from spare parts exceeds dr. 3,000,000 in
15 working days, 2% of the turnover is distributed
equally among the staff.

Also, in addition to the regular insurance, there is
group insurance of all the staff (accident life hospital care) for dr. 10,000,00.0 per employee.
In the event of dismissal or voluntary departure, the
employee is compensated in line with the statutory
provisions.

The staff are not paid a bonus if they have to work
overtime or at weekends or on shifts. According to
the owner, this does not happen often.

Working hours are from 8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m. with a
half-hour break. The staff leave does not exceed 20
days and is granted mainly in summer.

These categories of qualification are defined by Law
1975/85 "relating to requirements for the operation of
a repair shop".

The staff are not organized into a trade union, and
are represented only by the GSEE (Geniki Synomospondia Ergaton Ellados -Greek Confederation
of Labour).The owner does not in any case want the
staff in his repair shop to be members of a collective
trade union body. Relations between management
and staff are on a personal level; this does not allow
collective action. The various problems are solved
by direct talks between manager and employee. All

the staff work full-time. The company does not
The qualifications of the staff correspond to the

employ any foreign nationals.

work carried out in the repair shop. Furthermore, as

the manager pointed out, there is a 90% chance
that staff can replace each other, as far as the tech-

nical repair shop is concerned. In other words,
almost all of them can do every kind of work.
Working conditions and remuneration system
As mentioned above, there is an absolute hierarchy

Labour market for specialist technical staff and criteria for employment
The labour market for specialist technical staff presents particular problems. In addition to a serious
shortage, there is a relatively high rate of departure
from the occupation and mobility between companies.
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For this reason, and also because the manager/
owner wishes to "mould" his staff himself, he prefers

to take on young, relatively inexperienced people
whom he then trains himself.
In order to be accepted for a job, there is no need
for previous experience, knowledge of a foreign
language or even references.

courses for trainers for one month at the Peugeot
plants in France, and 7 days' training on specific
aspects of racing cars.

As mentioned above, the trial period of 4 months
for staff is essentially a period of initial/continuing
training. These 4 months include:

Aspects of organization and behaviour at the
The criteria for selection and employment of staff in
this company are:

workplace
Learning about tools and their use
Training in lubricants, which are given special

General, theoretical technical/vocational train-

emphasis

ing
Interest, curiosity
Education at State Vocational Schools (e.g. the
Sivitanidios School).2

Training in diagnostic checking devices
Theory, based on technical manuals specifically
for Peugeot models
Practical work with car accessories
Training in spare parts management

The final selection is made at the end of a fourmonth period during which the applicant is on probation without pay. This four-month trial period is

After these 4 months, the employee progresses to

also a period of (re)training (as we shall see in

point he begins to receive pay. Although he works/
collaborates with an experienced colleague for 4
months after the initial 4 months - his real training
is through contact with customers.

greater detail in the chapter on training/continuing
training).

2. The company's continuing training
policy

2.1 Existence of a training plan or
training courses at repair shop level
There is no long-term continuing training plan at
repair shop level. Attempts are being made within
the repair shop, but these are oriented towards

solving particular problems as they arise. The
agent/ importer appears to have a long-term plan,
but the company in question does not seem to be
aware of it or to play any part in shaping it.

2.2 Link between training courses and
demand

After the end of these 8 months, he begins to serve
customers by himself, on the basis of a questionnaire which he learns by heart. The final selection is
then based on his work performance.

Every year, 2-3 mechanics/technicians in turn receive 4 weeks'training at Lion Hellas (agent), generally on Peugeot models, with particular emphasis on
the electronic technology in the car. In collaboration
with Bosch, Michelin and Technotest, outside working hours (usually on Saturdays), there is 4 hours'
continuing training on the injection system, braking,
and diagnostic devices.

The matching of continuing training courses to

The staff are also given English lessons for 4 months

demand is not very good, or at any rate is not influenced by the company itself because the available
continuing training courses are determined by the
agent. There is of course a choice, but only among
those courses which are on offer.

a year, 4 hours a week. Every Thursday, outside
working hours, there is a "training consultation" in
which they discuss any problems that have arisen,
and collectively try to find solutions.
The company takes part in the organization of car

2.2.1 Analysis of the quality
requirements
The company does not analyze quality require-

races, in which the staff participate (compulsorily) as
a technical support team.This participation, and the
staff's performance during the races, take the form

ments, either overall or for different groups of staff.

of a continuing training exercise and test.

2.2.2 Relationship of quality
requirements to training courses

2.2.4 Categories of trainee and training
objectives

Since there is no analysis of requirements, the rela-

Categories of trainee
The continuing training is designed for all staff, with
some emphasis on the technical members.

tionship between the needs for skills/ knowledge
and the continuing training courses is not very welldefined.

2.2.3 Historical development of
training strategyfrom 1987to 1992 and
training practice
The owner/manager attaches extreme importance
to initial and continuing training for himself and his
staff. Every year without fail from 1988 until now, he

himself has been attending continuing training
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practical application/customer service, at which

Access to continuing training
All these training activities are compulsory for the
staff of the company.

Staff participation in continuing training courses
Table 8 shows the number of staff of the company
who took part in continuing training programmes
from 1983 onwards:

2 There is a lack of confidence in private technical and vocational schools.
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Table 8 Staff participation in continuing training
courses
Year

Number of participants

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

3

1991

5

1992

5

plays a part in the evaluation of the company. In all
cases, priority is given to a combination of theory
and practice.

2.

Criteria for selection of staff for training
Staff are selected for continuing training courses on
the basis of the gaps in their knowledge and their
training requirements, but all the staff are trained in
turn.

3
3
3

3

Criteria for evaluation/success of the continuing

4

training course
The success of a continuing training course is evaluated according to the staff's performance, in terms

4

4

of the ease with which they handle the cars, how
they deal with faults, how they repair them, and their
approach to technical problems. Furthermore, the
manager is in direct contact with the trainers of the-

In relation to the total number ofstaff, the participation in continuing training is considerable and has
been on the increase since 1988. This reflects the

particular emphasis which the owner/director

agent or of the company where the
continuing
_

training takes place.

tion to participate.

Diversification of training courses as a consequence
of the impact of new technologies
The introduction of electronic technology in vehicles
has led to readaptation by the company. However,
there are no particular problems because the tech-

Table 9 - Areas of continuing training as percentages
of total training time

nical team of the repair shop already has a great
deal of experience in technical support for racing

places on continuing training, and the staff's obliga-

cars.
Year

Technical

Spare parts

training
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

1992

95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95

5

Besides, with computerization, there has been an
improvement in working conditions and the operating conditions in the repair shop.

5
5

Long-term planning and objectives of continuing

5
5

training
The staff will have to be trained in the development

5

of vehicle technology in order to understand the

5
5
5
5

changes in certain accessories and their operation,
and the reasons for these changes. This training will
have a positive effect on customer service because
the employer will be in a position to provide a high
standard of work and to deal with all the customer's
enquiries.

For the last 10 years the continuing training emphasis has consistently been on technical training.

The social partners' role in shaping continuing training policy
As we have mentioned above, the staff in this com-

Objectives of continuing training

pany are not organized. The owner/ manager is
solely responsible for continuing training policy.

The main objective of continuing training for the
company is to enable staff to meet the demands of
their work.

Staff's role in continuing training
The continuing training requirements are shaped by
everyday practice, but the owner/manager has the
final word and the staff are required to take part in
continuing training courses.The manager bears full
responsibility for this.

Cost of continuing training, and continuing training
bodies
Table 10 - Cost, time distribution and participation of
the company
Year

Criteria for course selection
The manager selects the continuing training courses

on the basis of the statistics for breakdowns,
changes in technology, and the frequency with
which cars are returned because of faulty repair.

1988
1989
1990
1991

The company is also required to participate in continuing training organized by the agent, since this

1992

Cost of
continuing
training

Company
participation

Company
participation

(dr.)

(dr.)

( %)

3,500,000
3,500,000
3,500,000
3,500,000
3,500,000

1,940,000
1,940,000
1,940,000
1,940,000
1,940,000
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55.43
55.43
55.43
55.43
55.43

59

According to the manager/owner, his company has it is not possible to make a real qualitative evaluspent at least dr. 2,500,000 each year since 1988, ation in a survey of this kind.
while Lion Hellas has been contributing about Dr.
1,000,000. The dr. 560,000 difference revealed by The company does not systematically analyze
the above table is a sum which is spent in excep- requirements, nor does it have a systematic continutional cases, but it is not a planned expenditure and ing training plan.
therefore it does not appear in table 10.
The continuing training courses are developed and
Both the total cost of continuing training, which is provided by the agents.
particularly high, and the company's own participation must be seen in the Greek context in general Dr. N. Patsatzis' evaluation:
and in the context of this sector in particular.
The company "D. Nafpliotis E.P.E." is a special case
3. Evaluation/applicability to other
of a small authorized repair shop in the network of
companies
an official motor vehicle agent.

The evaluation of the continuing training of the
motor vehicle repair company "Demetrios Nafpliotis E.P.E." was far from straightforward for the two
authors/ researchers, who unfortunately arrived at
different conclusions. The views of both the authors
are therefore presented, on the grounds that they
will provide the central research team with a basis
for discussion which will enable them to draw their
own conclusions.

Evaluation of the figures and statistics which have
been presented leads to the general conclusion that

this company has an up-and-running training system with technical and financial support from the
official agent, Lion Hellas. In special instances of
training which arise from the particular needs of the
repair shop, the company aims to train staff at its
own expense. In particular, the following points
should be emphasized:

Senior Lecturer S. Papaioannou's evaluation:

The company "Nafpliotis E.P.E." appears to have
seen "the writing on the wall" as regards the need
for continuing training. The Lion Hellas company, in
which participation in continuing training activities is
mandatory, has certainly contributed to this.

The upward trend in the number of trainees per
year. In recent years, 55% of the total staff have
been trained each year one of the highest percentages which have been recorded in all the
repair shops in the repair sector.

The average cost of continuing training per
Although the owner/ manager sees no problems as
regards changes in technology, we believe that the
lack of a specific strategy and systematic training/
continuing training policy, based on anticipation of
the forthcoming technical developments and strategies of the car manufacturers, will sooner or later
lead to problems in companies of this kind.

The continuing training courses are developed

In the short term, the link with such a car producing

The training consultation which is held every week
in the company is rated favourably. This consultation is a rare initiative for companies of this size.

and importing company provides protection and
security for companies like "Nafpliotis E.P.E.", but at
the same time there is an underlying apprehension
and anxiety about the future. This is connected with
the unpredictability of the car manufacturer/ import

company's strategy and policy. The possibility of
withdrawal of the authorization which is not mere
fantasy- hangs over such companies like the "sword
of Damocles".

This state of dependency does not leave much margin for developing initiatives, seizing on opportunities and mapping out strategies and policies with a
future.

This dependency certainly influences employer-em-

ployee relations. The staff's continuing training

trainee per year is dr. 700,000, an especially satisfactory sum in the Greek context.

exclusively by the official Peugeot agent (Lion Hel-

las) and the private training bodies.

The continuing vocational training has had a posi-

tive effect on the occupational development of
the staff. According to the owner, two people,
who left the companyto find better jobs, were promoted from technicians to senior engineers as a
result of the experience they had gained and their
continuing vocational training. .

At this point the company in question should be
evaluated not only on the basis of the statistics but
also on the basis of the more general impression created by the interview with the owner. At the same
time, this evaluation should take account of the specific designation of the company, i.e. the fact that it is
an authorized repair shop.

options are the absolute prerogative of the
employer. The staff are not in a position. to develop
their own personal planning strategy which would
make them competitive on the labour market and
strengthen their position in negotiating the sale of
their labour.

The cooperation between this authorized company
-a typical example and the official agent is determined by both parties on the basis of free trade and
fair competition. In the context of this cooperation,

the importer/agent undertakes to support the
repair shop by:
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Formally and quantitatively the staff's participation
in continuing training is quite satisfactory. However,
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securing clients

ensuring the exclusive rights of the repair shop in

In fact, the company "D. Nafpliotis E.P.E." trains its

a defined geographical area
providing initial/continuing training free of

staff independently of the importer/agent when

charge
providing equipment (technical manuals etc.)

when it is financially possible. According to the

The authorized repair shop should, in turn:

provide an improved standard of customer service

uphold the "good name" of the agent's cars
repair only that agent's cars

Thus, within the scope of these general terms of
cooperation, the agent, as can be seen from the
above statistics, takes care of a large part of staff
training. This- need- arises from the specialized
nature of the work (specific models of car), which

Z.

the owner considers this necessary and, of course,
owner, the staff do not participate in this decision on
the nature and duration of the supplementarytraining.

Lastly, we may conclude that the company "D. Nafpliotis E.P.E." does not have a long-term continuing
training plan because of:

The uncertainty which exists generally on the
motor vehicle repair market. This uncertainty is
due mainly to the government's policy on motor
vehicles (frequent changes in vehicle taxation)
and the ambiguous legislation governing the
operation of repair shops.

ultimatery calls for specialized training.-At- the -same-

time, the importer/agent does not oblige the
company "D. Nafpliotis E.P.E.", or any authorized
company, to train its staff on matters which it deems

Limited experience and knowledge on matters of
continuing training planning and implementation.

necessary.
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Size of company: Ill

The fact that the staff are not organized in a trade
union prevented us from contacting them and hear-

Make of vehicle: Opel

ing their views.

Category of vehicle: A

1.2 Brief background to the company
and its present development strategy

Type of company: C

2.

The company "M. Triantafyllou & SIA E.E." was

established in 1985 and became an authorized
The company 'M. Triantafyllou & SIA E.E." is an
authorized OPEL car repair shop. It was founded in
1985 and has been authorized since 1987.

repair shop in 1987.

The company shows an increase in turnover and at

the same time a decrease in its workforce. This
It employs a total of 17 people and their continuing
training takes place mainly at the General Motors

(G.M.) training centre in Greece. The continuing

seemingly paradoxical situation is due to the introduction of modern equipment and the modernization of work procedures and the company gener-

training of the staff is carried out mainly by G.M.The
company gives the general impression of a system-

ally.

atically organized unit, with carefully maintained
premises and an increasing turnover.

The company seems to be coping with the difficulties

Our cooperation with the owner/manager was

successfully. This is largely due to the drive and

excellent and frank. He put forward ideas and pro-

vigour of the young owner/ manager, with his very

posals concerning the entire sector. We would like to

broad and multi-faceted education and training

express our sincere thanks to him for the advice he
offered and forthe open and generally constructive
exchange.

combined with openers to new ideas and concepts.

1. General description of the company
1.1 Basic details of the company

associated with changes in technology without any
overly traumatic effects, and is managing to adapt

The company's development strategy is closely
linked with the systematic monitoring of developments, which is reflected in the priority given to
ongoing technical/vocational training.

The company"M.Triantafyllou & SIA E.E." is a repair

1.3 Structure of the company

shop for the repair of engines and electrical and

The organizational structure of the company shows
a detailed and clear division of labour, powers and
responsibilities, which ensures control by the general manager and the heads of the various departments.

electronic equipment, with a body shop, paintworks
and spare parts sales division. In other words, it is a
general repair shop. Its legal form is that of a public
limited company (E.E. Eterorrythmi Etairia).

It has been in operation as an authorized repair
shop since 1987. Prior to that it operated as an

According to the owner/ manager, the responsible

independent repair shop from 1985 onwards. The
company is located on the boundary of Kallithea
and Moschato and employs a total of 17 people.
It repairs Opel passenger cars exclusively. From

responsibility for their sections, so that it is not neces-

1985 to 1992 the capital was dr. 2,500,000, the
invested capital dr. 40,000,000, and the turnover
dr. 120,000,000, comprising 60% spare parts and

ager), during which there was no disturbance or

40% repairs.The company serves about 4,500 customers a year and has a complete computer system

and data bank for systematically recording and
monitoring the cars repaired, services provided,
and the staff performance.
The hierarchical structure of the company is strict.

heads of departments have full authority and
sary for them to be present in person. We were able
to verify this during our lengthy visit to the company
(about 5 hours of discussion with the owner/maninterruption to our conversation, while work contin-

ued as normal.

With the help of a modern computer system and
data bank, everything is monitored and checked in
detail, and linked to individual, specific staff. The
case histories of cars, the staff who carried out the
repairs, the type of repair, the time taken, the cost-

by the heads of the three departments (repair

ing etc. are data which enable the manager to be in
complete control and know who is responsible for
what. It is no coincidence that the manager has very
extensive knowledge of business psychology,

shops, body repairs, administrative services).

organization, management, marketing, data pro-

However, it does provide for extended powers,
responsibilities and independent decision-making

cessing etc.

The staff of the company are not organized in a
trade union.Trade union activity seems to be a matter of indifference to the owner, but he did express
some reservations about it.

Particular importance is attached to customer relations and customer reception. There is therefore a
special department for this purpose.

Remuneration is well above the level stipulated by
law. This, however, should be set against the fact
that the owner/manager has certain "claims"which

There is a clear division of functions and jobs, with a

corresponding division of the specialized skills of
the staff.

he does not negotiate.
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Table 1

Organizational structure of the company

General Manager
M. Triantafyllou

Repair shops dept.
Head of department

Body repair dept.
Head of department (woman)

Admin. services

Head of department

Engines,

Electrical repair shop

Body repair shop

Paintwork

mechanical parts
5 mechanics

1 technician

2 mechanics

2 mechanics

L

Accounting office

Consumables and
spare parts store
1 person (woman)

1 person (woman)

It is characteristic of the company that the members
of staff are relatively young and that the number of
women in responsible positions is reasonably satisfactory, although they do not escape the traditional
"women's jobs".

1.4 Staff of the company

1 person (woman)

The reduction in the workforce between 1987 and
1990 is due to the modernization of the company
(computer, modern equipment, organization, electronic diagnosis systems etc.). The increase in staff
from 1990 onwards is due to the steady increase in
turnover.
Distribution of the staff by age and gender

Composition of the workforce by job categories
Table 2

Composition of the company's workforce
as a whole, in broad occupational groups

Occupational group

Customer reception

Distribution of the staff by age and gender in
the company as a whole
Table 4

Age

Number of staff

1. Management
2. Admin. staff
3. Technical staff

12

Total

17

up to 20
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 65
66 upwards

2
3

Quantitative development of the workforce
Table 3.- Development of the technical staff in the
privately owned repair shop from 1987 until now
Year

Workforce

1987
1988
1989
1990

14

1991

10

1992

12

Private repair shop
(Number of staff)
4

7
4
2

Total

17

Men
Women

13
4

It is worth noting that the majority of the staff are
relatively young and that there is a relatively satisfactory number of women.

12
10
8
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Level of training of the workforce
Level of training of the staff in the company
as a whole

Table 5

Category

1. Self-training
2. Secondary training
3. Vocational training
3.1 One year
3.2 Two years
3.3 Three years
4. Higher education (TEI)
5. University (AEI)
6; Postgraduate studies

Private repair shop
(Number of staff)

Scholi Ikonomikon kai Emporikon Epistimon University College of Economic and Business Science)
for one year only, and seminars in sales promotion
and sales psychology. He speaks three languages
Italian, English and French and has wide experi-

z.

ence in technical matters because from 1985 to
1991 he was head of production in the Opel plant in
Greece.

1

3

2

10
1

The woman employed in spare parts had previous
training as a hairdresser and the woman on reception as a nurse.

The above specialized skills, in terms of both category and number, correspond to the work carried
out in the repair shop.
Working conditions and remuneration
This company, as we have mentioned above, has a

relatively centralized system- of management,
The overwhelming majority of the staff have undergone lengthy vocational/technical training. This is a
particularly important factor since it is not the norm
in the motor vehicle repair sector.
The composition of the workforce from the point of
view of basic vocational/technical training, as can
be seen from the above table, is particularly satisfactory. However, the training background of the
owner/ manager is especially interesting: secondary training, training in computer programming at
ELKEPA (Elliniko Kentro Paragogikotitas Greek
Centre for Productivity) fortwo years, School of Business Studies (private) for 3 years, ASOEE (Anotati
Categories of technical staff
Table 6 - Technical staff of the privately owned repair
shop are classed in the following categories'

Category of mechanic/
technician

Motor mechanics
2. Electrical technicians'
1.

4.

Brake systems
Petrol pumps

5.

Carburettors

6.

Radiators

3.

Private repair shop
(Number of staff)
6
1

Z Suspension
8.

Exhaust

Bodywork
10. Paintwork
11. Wheels (vulcanizer)
12. Liquid gas appliances
9.

3
2

13. Other
Total

12

These categories of specialization are defined by Law
1975/ 85 "relating to requirements for the operation of
2

although the heads of the various departments are
relatively independent in their decision-making, as
regards both the work carried out and the appointment of new members of staff.

Employee/manager relations appear to be on a
personal level, avoiding collective forms of settlement of problems that arise.

The workplace and jobs are systematically and

properly organized to facilitate working procedures and ensure safety and absence of health
risks to the staff (for instance, all the premises are
surprisingly clean, even the body repair and paintwork section!). Officially, the General Collective
Agreements are enforced, but the wages actually
paid exceed those stipulated by law, with individual
adjustments. Table 7 shows the wages which are
paid:
Table 7

Category of employee

Wages paid per
month (NET)(dr.)

1. Heads of repair shops
2. Admin. staff
3. Bodywork mechanics, painters
4. Electrical technicians
5. Motor mechanics
6. Assistant bodywork
mechanics, painters

250,000
100,000
170,000
160,000
110,000

120,000

90,000

The staff receive 14 months' salary annually.
Advance payment of wages is also possible.There is
no extra pay for overtime or shift work (if these are
necessary). The working hours are from 8.15 a.m. to
4.45 p.m., with a half-hour break, Monday to Friday
(the law stipulates a 40-hour, 5-day week, with working hours from 7.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.).The staff leave is

flexible and varies from one week to one month.

repair shops".

The staff are not organized into a trade union and
are represented only by the GSEE (Geniki Synomospondia Ergaton Ellados Greek Confederation

The lack of qualifications in categories 3-8 is justified by

of Labour). The owner expressed indifference

the fact that an employee in category 1 is legally

towards trade-union activity among the staff, but
the impression was that he would not welcome it.

entitled to carry out the work of these categories.
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2.

The staff's relations with the owner/ manager
appear to be good and are for the most part per-

2.2.1 Analysis of the quality
requirements

sonal and direct, and this contributes to quick prob-

The company does not analyze quality require-

lem-solving and also to the owner/ manager's

ments, either overall or for different groups of staff.

direct control of the situation.

The owner/manager's special training and experience in matters of company and staff management
are directly reflected in the company, since everything functions according to plan and without difficulties.

2.2.2 Relationship of quality
requirements to training programmes
Since there is no analysis of training requirements,
there is correspondingly no systematic connection
between the necessary skills/knowledge and the
continuing training courses.

All the staff work full-time. The company does not
employ any foreign nationals.

2.2.3 Historical development of
training strategy from 1987 to 1992
and training practice

The labour market for specialist technical staff and
criteria for employment

The company's interest in continuing training is
reflected in frequent participation in continuing
training courses by the owner/ manager himself

In the opinion of the owner/manager, the labour
market for specialist technical staff presents many
problems. Most of the people who are available on
the job market are young, without a high level of
training. For this reason, workers with general occupational experience are given preference, and are
supported and trained in the repair shop.

and his staff.
Since 1982 when the company became an authorized repair shop, staff members have attended continuing training courses, particularly those organized by General Motors, the main continuing training body.

The main criteria for the selection and employment

of staff are:

Although there was initially some resistance on the

part of the staff to participation in continuing
Character
1a. Honesty
1 b. Diligence
2. Adaptability
3. Vocational training
3a. Theoretical

training courses, it was then established by contract
and made compulsory for those who are selected to

1.

participate. The training takes place in working
hours, and the staff receive regular pay. The continuing training time per person is in the region of
15 days.

3b. Self-training/practical
4. References (but these do not play a decisive
part)
5. Appearance, especially in sales and customer
reception

2.2.4 Categories of trainee and training
objectives

Continuing training is aimed mainly at the company's technical staff. The main objectives for the com-

pany are to upgrade the mechanics'/technicians'
The applicants undergo probation for 1 week to 10
days on normal pay. The final selection is made by
the owner/director, following a proposal from the
head of the relevant department.

2. The company's continuing training
policy

skills to improve the standard of service and also to
reduce the time spent on each repair job. Customer
satisfaction is also achieved in this way.
Access to continuing training
Continuing training is compulsory for the staff who

are selected to attend the continuing training

2.1 Existence of a training plan or
training courses at repair shop level
The company in question does not systematically

plan the continuing training of the repair shop
staff. Continuing training takes place on an ad hoc
basis, with the aim of providing training in specific
technical problems which arise during repair work.
The main continuing training body is the Opel agent

in Greece, which follows the continuing training
plan of the corresponding German car manufac-

courses.

Staff participation in continuing training courses
(1985 -1992)
Number of staff in the company who have
taken part in continuing training courses since 1985

Table 8

Year

Number of participants
from the company

turer.

2.2 Link between training programmes
and demand
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The main continuing training body, the Opel agent
in Greece, offers a series of seminars, from which
the manager of the repair shop can select those
which his staff are to attend. The Opel continuing
training courses are adapted to the repair needs of
the relevant vehicles.
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1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

none
none

1991

5

1992

6

2
3

4
4

Participation in continuing training courses is relatively satisfactory in relation to the total number of
staff and certainly shows a significant upward trend.
Table 9 -Areas of continuing training as percentages
of the total training time
Year

Technical

training

Administrative
training

Spare
parts

Other
training

training
cy,

1987
1988
1989
1990

80

-1991

80-

1992

90

80

cyo

20
100
100
20
20

Criteria for evaluation/success of the continuing
training course
The trainee staff are systematically monitored during their training through contacts with the Training
Centre of G.M. On completion of training, there is a
systematic discussion with the trainee, in which the
training performance of the particular employee is
ascertained.

Z.

Diversification of training courses as a consequence
of the impact of new technologies
The effects of the new technologies on the company
are reflected at three levels:

Reorganization of administration and accounting
equipment and reorganization of
workplaces
Continuing training for readaptation of the staff's
knowledge and skills

Technical

10

was a shift to technical continuing training. This

The company was computerized in 1987, when software was purchased and used to organize the store
room and accounting office. In 1992 an internal network was installed.

seems to be linked, firstly, with the need to apply a
computerized system of organization to the com-

According to the manager, computerization did not

Although the emphasis was mainly on questions of
management until 1989, from 1990 onwards there

pany, and secondly, with the radical technical
changes in motor vehicles.

cause a problem, but helped to solve problems
related to organization, management, customer
service etc.

Duration of training as an average number
of days per employee

Table 10

Electronic vehicle technology did not cause problems to staff because the basic requirements were
met and the relevant literature was accessible.

Average duration
of training (days)

Long-term planning and objectives of continuing

1987
1988
1989
1990

20
20

training
There is no long-term continuing training planning.
Planning takes place year by year.

1991

15

1992

6

Year

17
15

In the owner/ manager's opinion, there is an urgent
need in addition to initial and continuing vocational training to generally raise the staff's level,
especially in matters of communication, social skills
and behaviour. Continuing training and a general

raising of standards, socially and culturally, are
therefore necessary. In his opinion, this will contribStaff's role in continuing training
Staff members may voice an opinion but, as men- ute to an improvement in the working atmosphere,
customer relations etc. He is particularly concerned
tioned above, participation is compulsory.
about this matter but does not know how to deal
Criteria for course selection
with it.
The continuing training programmes which staff are
to attend are selected bythe manager together with This finding is, in our opinion, extremely important
the heads of the departments. Everyday experience
because it relates to the well-known problem of the
and specific technical problems play an important alienation of technical and vocational training and
part in the selection process.
continuing training from the general human, sociopolitical and cultural sphere.
What should certainly be mentioned here is that the
company's participation, as an authorized repair The social partners' role in shaping continuing trainshop, in the courses offered by G.M. is compulsory. ing policy
However, it is free to chose from among the courses Continuing training policy in the company is shaped
exclusively by the owner/ manager with the assison offer.
tance of the heads of the departments. The staff, as
Criteria for selection of staff for training
we have mentioned, are not organized into a union,
Staff members are selected for continuing training and they are not involved in this.
courses on the basis of their previous work experience, the confidence they place in the company, Description of the main continuing training courses
and their training requirements in relation to their In 1991, staff members of the company attended
actual capabilities.
continuing training courses in the following subjects
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Table 12 -Types of staff who have participated in training since 1987, content of the courses and training hours
1991 Training programme of General Motors (Greece)
Subject of seminar

Participants

Dates

Duration

A.1.

Basic principles of electrical engineering
and electronic systems
Basic principles of electrical engineering
and electronic systems

Engineers and electricians

25-28/2

4 days

Engineers and electricians

15-18/2

4 days

Tech-1, Multec and Multec-M.
Description, diagnosis and repair instructions
Tech-1, Multec and Multec-M.
Description, diagnosis and repair instructions

Motor mechanics

11-14/3

4 days

Motor mechanics

5-8/10

4 days

Multec and Multec-M
Multec and Multec-M
Multec and Multec-M

Motor mechanics
Motor mechanics
Motor mechanics

17-18/2
19-20/2
4-5/ 12

2 days
2 days
2 days

Motronic ML 4.1/M 1.5.
Description, diagnosis and repair instructions
Motronic ML 4.1/M 1.5.
Description, diagnosis and repair instructions

Motor mechanics

27-30/5

4 days

Motor mechanics

18-20/11

4 days

E.1.

AF14/20 automatic gearbox
(description, operation and repair instructions
for the Kadett/Vectra gearbox)

Motor mechanics

1-4/4

4 days

F.1.

R 25 automatic gearbox
(description, operation and repair instructions
for the Omega gearbox)

Motor mechanics

17-18/4

2 days

G.1.

F13-5 (description, operation and repair
instructions for the gearbox of frontwheel
drive models)

Motor mechanics

23-24/3

2 days

H.1.

Fuel supply system (Weber 32 TL carburettor,
Pierburg 2E 3 carburettor)

Motor mechanics

14-16/5

3 days

1.1.

A.B.S. (description, diagnosis and repair instructions) Motor mechanics
A.B.S. (description, diagnosis and repair instructions) Motor mechanics
A.B.S. (description, diagnosis and repair instructions) Motor mechanics

7-8/2
4-5/5
30-31/10

2 days
2 days
2 days

Multi-Info display central door

Motor mechanics

19-21/10

3 days

A.2.

B.1.
B.2.

C.1.
C.2.
C.3.
D.1.
D.2.

1.2.
1.3.

J.1.

locking alarm system
(description, diagnosis and repair instructions)
J.2.

Multi-Info display central door
locking alarm system
(description, diagnosis and repair instructions)

Motor mechanics

26-28/11

3 days

K.1.

Basic principles of operation of the
four-stroke engine
Basic principles of operation of the
four-stroke engine

Motor mechanics

23-24/9

2 days

Motor mechanics

25-26/ 9

2 days

Tech-1

Motor mechanics

2-3/10

2 days

K.2.

L.1.
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(run by General Motors):
Multec and Multec-M, 2 days
Multi info display central door locking alarm sys-

tem (description, diagnosis and repair instructions), 3 days

case of an authorized repair shop in the network of
an official motor agent.The company's cooperation
with the official agent is set in the same framework
as that presented in Case Study No. 2 on the company "D. Nafpliotis".

2.

Basic principles of the functioning of a 4-stroke
engine, 2 days
Tech-1, 2 days

Evaluation of the figures and statistics which have
been presented leads to the general conclusion that
this company is an economically sound company
3. Evaluation/applicability to other
which is operating in a relatively satisfactory way.
companies
The company has a continuing training system with
Evaluation of the continuing training of the "M.Trian- the exclusive financial support of the official agent of
tafyllou & SIA E.E." motor vehicle repair company G.M. in Greece. Specifically, it should be mentioned
was not at all straightforward for the two authors/ that:
researchers; they unfortunately arrived at different
conclusions. The views of both authors are, thereThe continuing training of staff commenced in
fore, presented on-the grounds that they will pro1987, when the company was authorized by G.M.
vide the central research team with a basis for disin Greece.
cussion
thetrito-draw their own conclusions.
The number of trainees per year is on the increase.
In 1992 six people were trained, i.e. 35% of the
Prof. S. Papaioannou's evaluation:
total workforce; this is one of the highest percentThe company "Mr. Triantafyllou & SIA E.E." is an ecoages which have been recorded in all the repair
nomically sound company, organized and operatshops in the motor vehicle repair sector.
ing in a relatively satisfactory way.
The continuing training courses which are now
The management of the company has recognized
being implemented are developed exclusively by
the significance of continuing training and most
GM's official agent. Participation by the compaimportantly general cultural and social education.
ny's staff is compulsory. The manager of the company, together with the heads of the departments,
Nevertheless, we believe that the -inability to
selects the courses which the staff members are to
develop a continuing training strategy and policy
attend.
a result of the company's general operating conditions and, more particularly, its dependence on the
The staff of the company is not organized in a
manufacturing company
has negative consetrade union and is not involved in the planning of
quences on the company's prospects. This dependcontinuing training.
ence, which manifests itself in a specific, one-sided
specialization in the company's products, contribThe manager/owner of the company 'M. Trianutes to the company's relative insecurity, and to the
tafyllou & SIA" sees the need for a more general
staff's lack of choice as regards their individual planupgrading of the level of the staff, in the context
ning, since they are entirely dependent on the
of a long-term continuing training plan. However,
owner/ manager's choices. This can only lead to
this plan is difficult to implement because, as the
them becoming subservient, depriving them of the
manager/owner points out, there is no known
ability to express their needs and wishes, and limitmethod of putting it into effect.
ing their opportunities to seek jobs which they would
prefer or their ability to negotiate with the employer Finally, it should be said that the cooperation of the
for better work and pay conditions.
company, as an authorized repair shop, with the
official agent of G.M. has had a favourable effect
Dr. N. Patsatzis' evaluation:
on the company's prospects, as reflected in the
The company"M.Triantafyllou &SIA E.E." is a typical
upward trend which we observed.
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SERVIC EonE.
1. General description of the company

Size of company: II

Make of vehicle: various

1.1 Basic details of the company

Category of vehicle: A

The company"Sinopoulos Service E.P.E."is a general
motor vehicle (excluding bodywork) repair shop for
all makes, but works mainly with Rover. It has been

'Type of company: D

working in the form of an independent repair shop
since 1973 and in a different legal form since 1984.

The company "Sinopoulos Service E.P.E." is an independent car repair shop. The company, which is a

general repair shop (except bodywork), repairs
about 1,200 vehicles of every make per year. The
repair shop was established in 1973 as a General
Partnership and in 1984 was converted into a limited company. It employs 5 people, and their continuing training is carried out on the initiative of the
company, both "in-house" and in- groups of compa-

The company's head office is in Nea Smyrni and
employs a total of 5 people. The company has privately-owned premises of 400 sq.m. for the repair
shop and 300 sq.m. for store rooms and offices, with

a capital investment of dr. 25,000,000 and a turnover of dr. 10,000,000 per year, exclusively from the
work carried out.

nies.

The company is not computerized, and its system of

As an independent repair shop, it appears to be in a

organization-and_management is not strict and
rigid, but flexible and "human". Of the 5 staff, two

very difficult situation, in contrast with the other
cases which we have examined.Although the repair
shop specialized in Rover cars, it is at present unable

are father (former manager) and son (present manager). Relations between the staff in the repair shop
are direct and personal.

to work exclusively with this make. The need to
extend its operations to all makes causes enormous
problems and risks, and makes it difficult to fill the
knowledge gaps through continuing training

courses. This is, of course, all the more difficult
because of differences in car technology. It has also
led to a shortfall in experience and specialist knowl-

Remuneration is higher than the level stipulated by
law, and overtime is also paid.
11.2 Brief background to the company
and its present development strategy

The company was founded in 1973 by Sinopoulos
the father, who until then had been a chief engineer
at Rover. In 1984 it changed its legal form, and Sinopoulos the son became manager; he is a civil engineer with a licence to pursue the occupation of autoAt the same time, the "withdrawal system for old ve- motive engineer.
hicles", which was enforced by the government',
poses a serious threat to the survival of the com- For the reasons we mentioned in the Introduction,
pany, and also according to the manager -to that the company gradually entered a difficult phase
of many other unauthorized repair shops. The com- which it seems unable to overcome easily, at least
pany lost more than 350 customers, who withdrew for the present. As we mentioned in the Introduction,
their vehicles from circulation, but did not bring their the effects of technological development on the
newly purchased vehicles for service because they company are particularly unfavourable. Apart
from the problems of "withdrawal", there are other
are compulsorily fitted with the new technology.
problems arising from the electronic technology
In the view of the owner-manager which is in no which is specific to each model, since the company
way exceptional
there is keen competition does not have all the necessary machinery. Accordbetween the authorized and unauthorized repair ing to the manager, it is true that they do not have it,
shops, and also a particularly bad relationship with but this he claims is because "some people are
not selling it".
the manufacturers and importers. "The authorized
repair shops would prefer us not to exist," the manThe technological developments, and the applicaager told us.
tion of new technologies in recent years, have had a
Generally speaking, the case of the company "Sin- major effect on as we shall see in table 1 the
opoulos Service E.P.E." raises a number of serious organization, operation and, generally, the exisquestions regarding the existence and operation of tence of the company in question.
the overwhelming majority of repair shops, which
1.3 Structure of the company
are independent in Greece. This is because, apart
from the internal difficulties of adapting to new tech- Because of the small number of staff and the fact
nologies (the authorized repair shops, of course, that the manager is related to the deputy manager,
and because both take part in the repair work to the
are also faced with these difficulties, but can handle
same extent as the others, relations are direct and
them more easily), the repair shops find themselves
excluded, as it were, from the sources of informa- personal and the various problems are settled withtion and knowledge relating to these technologies. out complicated procedures. Essentially, the repair

edge, particularly in relation to the new technologies, so that the repair shop is unable to undertake
repairs of vehicles with new technology.

"Withdrawal" is a government measure whereby owners of old cars can hand them in to a special department for
wrecking, and in return are entitled to purchase another car,with new technology, at a considerable reduction in taxation and, hence, a reduced price.
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Table 1 - Organizational structure of the company

Managing Director
accounting office
warehouse consumables

The reduction in the workforce is due to the reduction in the repair shop's turnover. Even now, there
are periods of underemployment.
Distribution of the staff by age and gender
Table 4 - Distribution of the workforce by age and
gender in the company as a whole

Head of repair shop
(deputy manager)

Age

Company repair shop
(Number of staff)

-

Motor

Mechanic

mechanic

Assistant
mechanic

shop functions as a team, without strict hierarchies

and in an atmosphere of cooperation and understanding.

up to 20
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 65
66 upwards

1

3

Total

5

Men
Women

5

1.4 Company staff
Composition of the workforce by job categories

In this case the relatively low age of the majority of
the staff is characteristic.

Composition of the company's workforce as a
whole, in broad occupational groups

Table 2

Level of training of the workforce
Occupational group

Number of staff
Level of training of the staff in the company's
repair shop

Table 5

1. Management
2. Technical staff

2

3

Category
Total

5

In practice, all five members of the company are
technical staff.

Company repair shop
(Number of staff)

1. Self-training
2. Secondary training
3. Vocational training

3.1 One year

Quantitative development of the workforce
Table 3 - Development of the workforce of this company from 1987 until now
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3.2 Two years
3.3 Three years
4. Higher education (TEI)
5. University (AEI)
6. Postgraduate studies

2

1

Year

Workforce

1987
1988
1989
1990

7

5

It is worth noting that although the repair shop car-

1991

5

ries out all these types of work apart from body-

1992

5

work, all the staff have the same qualification.This is

7

Total

5

The staff's level of training is relatively high.

6

of course permitted by the above-mentioned law.

insecurity for everyone. All the staff are working

Categories of technical staff
Table 6 - Technical staff of the privately owned repair
shop are classed in the following categories'

Category of mechanic/
technician

Company repair shop
(Number of staff)

1. Motor mechanics
2. Electrical technicians
3. Brake systems
4. Petrol pumps
5. Carburettors
6. Radiators

full-time.The company does not employ any foreign
nationals.

2.

The labour market for specialist technical staff and
the criteria for employment

In the owner/manager's opinion, there are no
highly experienced mechanics, but there are young
people working as assistants who need to upgrade
their skills.

5

The main criteria for selecting staff for employment
are:

Character
Theoretical training

Z Suspension
8. Exhaust

References

9. Bodywork
10. Paintwork
11. Wheels (vulcanizer)
12. Liquid gas appliances
13. Other

Attitude to young mechanics
Social skills

Appearance
foreign language

Total

Those who are selected for employment are paid
from the first day.

5

These categories of specialization are defined by
Law 1975/85 "relating to requirements for the
operation of a repair shop".

2. The company's continuing training
policy

2.1 Existence of a training plan or
training courses at repair shop level'
Working conditions and pay system
In spite of the financial difficulties encountered by
the company, the working conditions are quite satisfactory. The working hours in the repair shop are
from Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., with a
half-hour break at midday. Remuneration is higher
than the level stipulated by law, as table 7 shows:

There is no systematic plan or training course at
repair shop level.The training activities are of an ad

hoc nature and cover needs which arise during
work.

2.2 Link between training courses and
demand
As has been mentioned above, we cannot speak of
a training plan. Response to demand is short-term

Table 7 -Working conditions and pay system

as the problems arise. The provision of training
Category of
staff

1. Mechanics/
technicians
2. Assistants

courses is likewise unplanned and does not always
correspond to the needs of the repair shops.

Monthly wage
Stipulated by

Monthly wages paid
gross

NET

law (gross)

(dr.)

(dr.)

104,000

270,000

180,000

2.2.1 Analysis of the quality
requirements

100,000

There is no analysis of the necessary knowledge
and skills, in the systematic sense of the term.

88,000

150,000

2.2.2 Relationship between quality
requirements and training courses
The staff are paid 14 times a year. They are also
paid extra for all their overtime at the rate of dr.
2,500 per hour. It is estimated that each employee
receives about dr. 40,000 per month in tips. Also of

There is no straightforward relationship between
quality requirements and continuing training plan,
as there is neither a plan nor a systematic analysis of

the necessary knowledge and requirements.

interest from the point of view of remuneration is the
insurance.

2.2.3 Historical development of
training strategyfrom 1987to 1992 and
training practice

The staff's relations with the owner/ manager

The particular interest of the company in continuing

appear to be good. There is, indeed, a kind of solidarity and a common desire to bring the company
out of the crisis. If it continues it will, of course, mean

training, which is revealed by the staff's frequent
participation in training courses, takes on special
significance bearing in mind that:

fad that the employer bears the full costs for staff

2 The questions relating to the structure of continuing training, the continuing training centres and the content of continuing training in the case of this repair shop - as an independent repair shop, whose employees go for continuing
training when this is offered by a continuing training body - are not relevant, and the corresponding chapter has
therefore not been prepared. The continuing training is paid for by the repair shop itself.
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2.

The company bears the full costs of participation
in continuing training activities, and
The company is facing considerable financial difficulties.

On the other hand it can be assumed that it is precisely these difficulties, in conjunction with the rapid

Special priority was given to initial technical and
continuing training up to 1991 and also in 1992. As
we have already noted, this was due to the pressures of changing technology.

Table 10 - Duration of training, as an annual average
number of days per employee

technological developments and the need for
repairs to all kinds of vehicle, which mean that participation in continuing training courses is of prime
importance for the survival of the company. The
company's staff have been taking part in continuing
training courses since 1988, and indeed are doing
so at an increasing rate, as the table at the end of
this survey shows. Participation in continuing training courses takes place during staff members' spare
time.

2.2.4 Categories of trainee and training
objectives
Categories of trainee
All the staff undergo training. No women, foreign
nationals or people with disabilities are employed in
the repair shop.
Access to continuing training
Participation in continuing training is voluntary, at
the request of the staff.

Staff participation in continuing training courses
(1987-1992)
Table 8 - Number of the company's staff who have
taken part in continuing training since 1985
Year

Number of
participants

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

none
none
none
3

1991

none
4
4

1992

2

The number of participants for 1992 includes those
participating up to mid-November.

The staff's level of participation in continuing training courses is considered extremely satisfactory in
relation to the total number.
Table 9

Divisions of continuing training as
percentages of the total training time

Technical

training
1988
1989
1990

Management
training

2
6

1991

6

1992

12

The time spent on continuing training courses is
steadily on the increase.

Objectives of continuing training
The main objectives of continuing training for the
company are to upgrade the standard of work and
enable the staff to meet the requirements of the new
vehicle technologies.

Staff's role in continuing training
The available continuing training courses are discussed with the staff but it is the manager who takes
the final decision. Participation by staff is nevertheless voluntary.

Criteria for course selection
The continuing training courses are selected by the
manager together with the staff. The requirements
arising from work form the basic criterion for selection.

Criteria for selection of staff for training
There is no selection. All the staff are recommended

to participate.
Criteria for evaluation/success of continuing training
course
The specialized nature of the knowledge provided,
and the way it is reflected in the work after the seminars, form the basis for evaluation of the available
continuing training courses.
Diversification in training courses as a consequence
of the new technologies
The effects of new technologies on continuing training are immediate, since they are the reason for participation in continuing training. It is, however,
almost impossible for the company to fill existing or
potential gaps and deficiencies by continuing training.

Year

Technical
training ( %)

1988
1989
1990

100

The social partners' role in shaping continuing training policy
Firstly, there is no systematic continuing training pol-

100
100
90

icy, and secondly, the staff are not organized in
unions. For this reason, any negotiations with the
owner/ manager are personal rather than collec-

1991

74

Management
training (%)

Year

1992

10

tive.
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Cost of continuing training

Continuing training

Cost of continuing training

Table 11

This case highlights the numerous divergent interests

in the motor vehicle repair/sales sector, and the
danger that the entire sector will be taken over by
the large car manufacturing and importing compa-

bodies

2®

nies.

Cost of continuing
training (dr.)

Year

Company
participation ( %)

30,000

100

1991

150,000
200,000

100
100

1992

Not yet known

1988
1989
1990

does not exist in any systematic way; this is directly
linked with what I have said above.
Dr. N. Patsatzis' evaluation:
The second author agrees in general with the above

evaluation of the small independent company in

Although_ the sums spent on continuing training are
not as a rule particularly high, this is, we believe, a

-praiseworthy-effort-in_relation_ to the company's
__
position.

From table 11 we may conclude that the costs of
each

To conclude, one cannot hope to evaluate something i.e. continuing training which essentially

participating employee for three years

amounts to about dr. 31,000 (three years because
there was no continuing training in 1989, and for
1992, the cost was still unknown at the time of collecting the data).

question. He differs, however, in his assessment of
the indisputable dominance of the car manufacturers and their ability to control the sector decisively
by "various mechanisms, measures and policies",
and in his assessment ofthe risk that the entire sector
will be taken over by the large car manufacturing
and importing companies.The second author's view
on this matter is as follows:

The foreign car manufacturers, almost without
exception, have no subsidiaries in Greece, but
cooperate exclusively with independent motor vehicle import and distribution companies.

3. Evaluation/applicability to other
Assessment of the continuing training of the "Sinopoulos Service E.P.E." motor vehicle repair com-

The exclusive importers have very few privately
owned repair shops, and cooperate exclusively
with authorized independent motor vehicle repair

pany was not at all straightforward for the two

companies.

authors/ researchers, who unfortunately arrived at
different conclusions.The views of both authors are
therefore presented, on the grounds that they will
provide the central research team with a basis for
discussion and will enable them to draw their own

The selection of repair shops for authorization is
made mainly on the basis of the standard of customer service offered and the legal framework of
the repair shop (permanent operating licence).

companies

conclusions.

Many of the independent repair shops will cerProf. S. Papaioannou's evaluation:
"Sinopoulos Service S.A." is a traditional business

tainly not survive the fierce competition in the sector, for the following reasons:

with serious financial difficulties arising from its
inability to keep up with developments, and this in
turn is linked with the legal and administrative regulations, the structure and operation of the economic
sector in relation to motor vehicles, the indisputable
dominance of the car manufacturers and their ability to control the sector decisively by various mechanisms, measures and policies. This company's situation is typical for many tens of thousands of independent small and medium-sized repair shops.

The company's efforts to overcome the

crisis,

through continuing training, is certainly a step in the
right direction. However, given its nature, it is unable

to bridge the gaps between the various technical
developments specific to each make of vehicle.
The manager himself pointed to another solution:
collective/cooperative groupings of repair shops.
But there are enormous problems, both financial
and in terms of location. Furthermore, a change of
location entails the risk of losing clientele, in addition to the enormous expense.

They do not meet the requirements for operation, as stipulated in Greek legislation. They are

therefore operating under temporary operating licences which expire in May 1993, or are
unlicensed.

They are unable to keep up with the development of vehicle technology because they lack
the necessary information and specialization.
This information is supplied by the car manufacturers to the import companies, and by them to
the authorized repair shops within the scope of
their cooperation. Because of the intense competition, the necessary information as in the
case of companies in other commercial sectors
cannot be passed to other, independent repair
shops. It is considered to be the responsibility of
the government or the shared service offices to
train the staff of small independent repair shops
with a view to increasing their competitiveness
and, ultimately, the benefit to the community as
a whole.
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PART 3:
TRENDS

1. Conclusions
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CONCLUSIONS
Evaluation of initial training and
continuing training
This chapter presents the evaluation of the initial
and continuing training in the motor vehicles sales

There are currently a great many problems in the
way that initial vocational training operates, centred principally around:

and repair sector.This evaluation takes the form of a
general assessment since it is based on:

The outdated system of theoretical instruction,
with textbooks, teaching materials and teaching

Bibliographical references to the overall system of

aids geared to the models of past decades. This is
revealed in the references made by the represent-

vocational training in Greece

The opinions expressed by the shared service
offices of these companies at a briefing session
which was held by ELKEPA within the framework
of the FORCE programme, of which this national
survey is a part (15. 9. 92).
The initial data extracted from questionnaires sent

-to the companies' shared service offices. These
shared service offices, which were mentioned in
the previous chapter (6.5), supplied some of the
necessary documents. Answers to the questionnaire were submitted to the researchers by:
The Association of Car Importers and Agents,
The Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers
of Greece,
The Federation of Car and Machinery Repairers
of Northern Greece,
The Association of Owners of Car Diagnosis
Centres,

The Association of Owners of Authorized Car
Repair shops.

The researchers' personal contacts with senior
staff of private continuing training bodies.

atives of shared service offices of repair shops
and senior staff of continuing training bodies to
textbooks which were written in the 1960s and
obviously cannot cover the needs arising from the
technical development of vehicles.

The legally established categories of technician
are not adapted to today's needs for a specialized staff. Characteristic of this situation is the fact
that Greek legislation has not established a category of-vehicle-electronics technician, a necessity
which is now imposed by technological development.

School-based vocational training in TELs, TESs
and other vocational schools is mainly theoretical
and is not adequately linked with practice. A characteristic comment by the shared service offices of
repair shops is that apprentice mechanics/techni-

cians with OAED (Ministry of Labour) have problems in finding a repair shop for their necessary
practical work. The main reason for this is that the
repair shops are unable to provide financial sup-

port for the apprentices if there is no auxiliary
grant from OAED.
There is a shortage of specialist personnel on the

labour market, and hence an urgent need for
The material gathered from four contacts with
motor vehicle repair companies which were
selected for study on the basis of the system of con-

training the staff once they have been recruited.
The main reason for this lies in the inadequate
occupational skills of vocational training gradu-

tinuing training for their staff. These businesses
ates.
were selected by the European Central Research
Council which has the scientific responsibility for Finally, the founding in 1992 of the Organization for
this research throughout the European Commu- Vocational Education and Training (OEEK) and the
nity, following a proposal by the Greek research Institutes of Vocational Training (IEK) which are conteam.
trolled by it, justifies hopes of an upgrading of the
National System of Vocational Training in the motor
In order to draw statistical conclusions, a wider sur- vehicle repair and sales sector.The first 15 IEKs have
vey is needed, which will be based on question- already begun to operate experimentally. However,
naires addressed to a statistically representative serious reservations are expressed by the repair
sample of repair shops (probably more than 1,000 shop representatives as to whether graduates of
repair shops), to substantiate the general conclu- vocational schools, who have inadequate formal
sions presented below.
and informal qualifications, receive substantial and
satisfactory training through the IEKs.

Initial vocational training

Motor vehicle repair shops employ an especially

Continuing training

large number of "self-trained" technicians, they are
old and make up about 50% of the workforce. This

large proportion, unacceptable under European

Continuing training is systematic and organized
mainly in the car import companies (agents) and
their network of authorized repair shops and retail

conditions, is due to the absence of a state system of

establishments. The companies provide continuing

initial vocational training in Greece until the mid- training for staff employed directly and indirectly by
1970s.

In car sales companies, the percentage of self-train-

ed salesmen/saleswomen is low, but at the same
time there are no personnel who have undergone
specialist vocational training. The staff employed
there have, for the most part, general education,
which varies between elementary and higher.

them, mainly by drawing on the car manufacturers'
continuing training courses. They adapt them to the
existing needs of the Greek market. In order to run
the continuing training courses, they receive considerable funds from the European Community Fund;
this, however, does not permit them to use these
funds for training the personnel of authorized companies, but only their own personnel. Technical con-
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tinuing training, especially in the first stage of

The private continuing training bodies have been

employment, takes place mainly on an inter-company level. For the continuing training of management personnel and salesmen/saleswomen, they
cooperate with state or private continuing training

set up in recent years as a result of the need to fill the
gaps existing in repair shops as regards knowledge

bodies.

Independent motor vehicle repair shops do not, for
the most part, offer any continuing training but confine themselves to some self-financed continuing

of the new vehicle technology (e. g. catalytic converters, electronic systems for preparing the fuel
mixture, etc.). So far, these continuing training bodies have been active mainly in the greater Athens
area, organizing short seminars.
In the light of these findings, it can be argued that

training of their staff, who, on an ad hoc basis, the existing urgent need for ongoing occupational
continuing training in the motor vehicle repair and
attend seminars organized by the shared service
offices or the state and private continuing training sales sector in Greece has been met to a very limited
degree.
bodies. At this point it should be noted that at the
above-mentioned briefing session, the representatives of the repair shops stressed the need for con- This survey has confirmed yet again that there is an
tinuing training and expressed their general con- urgent need for radical reform of the educational
cern about the currently prevailing conditions; this system, particularly the initial technical and vocational training system, and also for the establishattitude was based on the following:
ment of a system of continuing training.

The lack of information from the government
about the Community funds which are made avail- The lack of systematic initial technical and voca-

able for inter-company continuing training, and
lack of openness about how these Community
funds are allocated.
Rejection of proposals which were submitted to
ELKEPA by their shared service offices, concerning the continuing training of the mechanics/tech-

tional training and continuing training in Greece
should not be an obstacle to a critical overall assessment of initial and continuing vocational training in
Europe.

It is time to re-examine the issue of the relationship

Lack of access to sources of information (technical
manuals) on the new vehicle technology.

between therory and practice, and between general theoretical education and technical/vocational
training, i.e. the implementation of "polytechnic
education" as the form of organization of educational procedures which combines broad, system-

Finally, it should be noted that only a limited number

atic, theoretical knowledge with technical and vocational knowledge and integrates this into a socio-

nicians.

of continuing training courses are offered in the

political and cultural framework. This will help to
motor vehicle repair sector by the government con- overcome the increasing lack of specialization and
the staff inabilityto adapt in a flexible manner; it will
tinuing training bodies.

allow active, conscientious participation by staff
and it will render social control effective.
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